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Ti lbS handbook t intended as a guid.e for engineers,

architects, and imdividuals familiar with heating and ventilating
applications what) wish to design a solar heating, system for a ..,
resident Ala co small commercial Building' in the Pacific Coast RegiOn.
The c mate of -the region is discussed by selected cities in terms of
the a of nclimate o solar heating requirements. rim four states

mere re California, Oregon, Washington, and Arizona.. Presented in
detail are the design parameters and perforeanCe charmeteristics of
liquid space heating systems of the active type using flat plate
collectors, water heat storage, and forced air distribution; active
it space beatimg systems using flat plate collectors, rock-bed
tor aq e, and forced alr distribution; and domestic hot water heaters

of the active t-ype using liquid- cooled flat. plate collectors. The
analyses are based cm hour-by-hour computer simulations 'using actual
weathe r data frcm six selected -cities. The collector area required
for the three tlpes of active systems has been determined as well as
the effect of clamges in all the design parameters. A sinple,
empirical., month/ solar -load ratio method for determining collect for
area is descr-ibed and results are presented for 13 additional
locations twitlim the region. Swimming pool heaters are described
briefly,- and passive space heating systems are discussed
qualitatively im terms of a number of successful designs. (Author)
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Cl
heating requiremen

-,- ,Oregon, W in ton, arc
the design paranieters

liquid space beating syatems of the active type
llect6ra, water heat storage, and fort air

tribal c ve air space heating systems using flat plate
toll , rock -bed storages, and forced air distribution; and (3)
dom c hot water heaters of the active type using liquid-cooled
flat Plate collectors. The analyses are bAsed on hour-by-hour COM-
puter simulations using actual weather data from air selected
cities. The collector area required for the three types of active
systems has been determined as well as the effect of changes in all
the design parameters. A simple, empirical, monthly solar -load
ratio had for determining collector area is described and results
are pr rated for 13 additional locations within the region.

Svfming pool heaters are described briefly, and passive space
heati g systems are discussed qualitatively in terms a number of
successful designs.
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his handbook is aid
the proper choice of collector size Storage
size, and 'other important design

or a solar apace heating or
rc -hot water system of the active

ype in the Pacific Region.
Much Of the informition presented

here is raptively techni01 and will be of
use primarily to architects, contractors,

heating, yen-
tilating, and air-conditioning., It may be
of use to the "do-it-yourself' owner-
builder with a sufficient technical
background.

A great deal of design irtormation on
solar heating systems is currently
available. New "how-to" books are ap- .

aring all the time. Solar hardware is
being manufactured by a number of com-
panies in the United States and abroad.
We estimate thin there will be 1,000 to
1,500 solar heated buildings in this coun-
try alone by the end of 1976.

Although design principles of solar
heating are now widely understood,
current literature does not provide quan-
titative descriptions of the thermal in-
teraction of the solar heating system
components. This type of analysis is
relatively complicated and is highly
dependent on the weather patterns in the
locality where the system is to be used
and involves simulation of solar perfor-
mance from hourly /solar radiation
records on a digital computer. This has
hardly been a practical approach for the
individual builder.

The handbook supplies this type of
quantitative analysis for the Pacific
Region. With it, the designer can deter-
mine collector and storage size and other
important design parameters proper to
the building's locality without an in-
dividualized computer simulation.

The emphasis of the handbook is on
what have come to be called "active"
systems. No quantitative analyses are of-

9

fered here fora. "passive"
'irr_part because, quantitative at ysis o
active systems is reksonabl L un-
-derstood, while with ve ysterna
much work remains to bi dorie. It is also
a matter of what can be, accentab
defined as a "standard" system of eit
kind during this- early period of the
development of solar technology. An ac-
tive system-4-gerterallit-considered to
c mist of a liquitt-or-air-cooled Metal
fl t plate collector with a storage tank or
rock bed and with forced air or liquid dis-
tribution systems connecting the solar
collector to the heat storage area and liv-
ing space. Certain elements of hardware,
notably collectors, are commercially
available forr-ictive systems and spealE for
a degree of standardization at the present
time. rt is upon these notions that the
term "standard" used in the handbook,
based. ,

By contrast, the passive approach
solar heating is almOst as varied as the
individual buildings themselves, and it is
not yet ossibleif even desirableto
call any passive approach "stan-
dard." Ho ever, a section on the passive
use of solar energy has been included in
the handbook in the intihsts of com-
prehensiveness. It is hoped thereby that
liquid and air systems of the active type
will not betaken as the standard for all
solar energy systems, simply because
they are more easily subject to quan-
titative analysis, or more closely resem-
ble conventional heating Systems in cer-
tain respects.

For similar reasons, brief discussions of
swimming pool heaters, heat pumps,
reflectors, etc.4 have been included in the
handbook. These-are economically feasi-
ble uses of solar energy at the present
time, although _detailed quantitative
analyses of performance data are not yet
available.



The gre te bulk of information
-cancel-1i the

r faced with a specific problem in
active \space heating nr domestic hot

water system, and some indication at
this point heeds, to be given concerning

- the use of the handbook for this purpose.
In the section of Space Heating-Active

Systems,' the effects of varying any one of
the fifteen parameters. of the nominal
standard liquid system are presented in
'detail for six locations within the region.
The standard air space heating sylatem is

--presented in the same manner for those
parameters it does not share with the li-
quid system, and the domestic hot water,
system also for those 'parameters it does
not share with either.

Thus the designer interested in the ef-
fect of varying any one of the design
parameters on the performance of the
whole syStem should first consult the list
oforninal design parameters on page 17,
and then turn to the detailed discussions
of individual parameters that follow.

It should be noted here that the design
parameters were varied singly in the
simulations, holding all others constant.
The, designer should, therefore, use care
in varying two or more design parameters
simultaneously, since some of these may
be coupled non-linearly. Any individual
system will, of course, deviate.somewhat
from the standard system as well.
Furthermore, the effect of parameter
changes has been studied in the
handbook. for only six locations where
hourly weather and solar radiation have
been recorded. The magnitude of the ef-
fect will be different for other localities
within the region. However, the results
for the_ six cities studied should en-
compass the range of climate within the
Pacific Region.

One of the main purposes of the
handbook is to enable the desigher to
determine the size of the collector array
for an active space heating system
anywhere in the region, The subject is
covered for space heating systems for the

six beginning on page 52, where it is
oil

heating system simply by using the
tables on pages 5a.and 61. For other areAs
within the region, it will be necessary Co
use the Monthly Soiar,Load_ Hallo
Method, an explanation of which begins
bn page 59, with case studies exemplify
ing the use of method in the Appen-
dix.

Similar tables and calculations for
determining the size of domestic hot
water heating systems are presented at
the end of the hot water heating section.

Some last words of caution. The ap-
parent simplicity and grass-roots appeal
of solar heating can trap the unwary into
a poor installation. Anyone who would
not consider designing a home heatirig
system should not blithely launch into a
solar heating installation, particularly of
a complex type. Adequate preparation is
advised and should include a.basic work-
ing knowledge of the conventional
heating system to be employed in con-
junction with the solar unit. Many books
are available to the individual wishing to
design his own system. This handbook is
not intended to overlap the practical
details and hardware considerations in
the now numerous "how-to" books and
catalogs, some of which are listed in the
reference section.

It should be noted that because solar
heating is a relatively new commercial
field, certification procedures are still in
the process of being developed for solar
equipment. Thus, the builder must be es-
pecially attentive in his choice of equip-
ment to determi,ne that it will last the re-
quired time and be easily maintained
and repaired. Solar heating systems of
the active type are relatively expensive,
and their cost effectiveness depends on
these factors.

10



can d :to..
on of the domestic hot water

heating requirements in
p throughout most, of the con-

entaLUnited giates. Although solar
radiation is a relatively diffuse and weak
'source of energy at the earth's surface, it
is precisely this type of low-temperature
energy which is best suited for space
heating and hot water heating on a small
residential scale. Given the fact that
present-day collectors can retain only
one-third to one-half of the total solar
radiation that falls on them, they are still
able to raise the temperature of con-
siderable quantities of water to useful
levels (e.g. 1 -150°F) in the course of -a
sunny day. .Su temperatures will not
power turbines it smelt iron ore .but will
serve admir _of heating a house.

Cremate actor .in the per
formance of any so ar heating system.
The *Pacific Region includes some areas
ideally suited for solar energy systerns as
well as others that present a variety .of
problems. For the purposes of this
handbook, the region is defined as the
three Pacific Coast states, California,
Oregon, and Washington. Arizona, -
however, has been included, owing to
similarities between its climate and that
of Southern California. It also contains
.large population centers for which .hour-
by-hour weather' data are available. A
city outside the region, Bismarck, North.
Dakota, has been' included in order to
provide an example of a cold, northern
climate similar to the ,eastern parts of
Washing_ toh and Oregon for which
detailed' weather data were not yet
available.

The Pacific Region encompasses such
a tremendous variety of climates that it
cannot be considered a homogeneous
zone. In terms of solar heating, for exam-
ple, the collector area required to reduce

11

the consumption of conVenti
50% will vary.hy a factor of nearly
throughout the region,! Moretr

arses of clinnlitic zones WI
are not clearcut; the aim
coastline can diange ly within
fevi miles of__ a few himdred feet in
altitude. These and some inland areas
are subject to foggy conditions at vdious.
times throughout the, year.-1-ligh
variable conditions dependent on
altitudes, slope, etc., also affect moun-
tainous areas. Such factors should be
taken into account in estimating the per-
formance of a solar heating system. They
imply a detailed knowledge of not only
the characteristics of the climate of the
general area wbere the solar heating
system is o be constructed, but of the
peculiarities of the microclimate as well.

A useful way, however, to discuss the
climate of the region is in terms of solar
and weather data from representative
cities. LASL has studied the data of 18
cities which can serve as guides to the
varieties of climate within the region. Of
these cities, six were studied in detail at
LASL; they are indicated by circled dots
on the map on page 4.,The hourly records
of solar radiation and weather data
available for these six cities were used in
the computer, simulations of parametric
variations for solar space heating and
doMestic hot water systems, the results
Of which are discussed beginning on page
19. Their general climatic characteristics
can be summarized as follows:

Phoenii, Arizona. The climate is
arid southwestern, although significant
irrigation has increased the humidity
within the .Phoenix basin. The _winter
heating season is short with ample
sunshine and large Eliurnal fluctuations
in temperature.



ly sunny. Although the heating
mild, it extends overmoit of the

year due to the uence of sea breezes
from the cold Pa stream.

Presto,' California. The climate
typieel of the inlEmd basin, with the"
heating season concentrated in the two -
month period of December-January
when the wen is 'generally foggy but
not severely c

Medford Oregon. The climate is
moderate, perhaps the most average of
those studied-in- the region. There is con-
siderable rainfall in the winter months.

Seattle, Washington. The foggy
coastal climate of Seattle is dominated
by-the cold Pacific stream, which results
in a heating season that is long and cool
without being severely cold. Little direct-
beam soar energy penetrates the humid,
foggy atmosphere.

Bism ek, North Dakota. In this
central continental climate, the lieating
season extends from September into
June and is severe with average daily
temperatures bf 10°F in January.
Althq,ugh there is appreciable snowfall
and blizzards are frequent, the potential
for solar heating is gobd on account of the
high percentage of possible sunshine in
the winter.

The remaining 13 cities were studied in
terms of monthly weather and solar data.
They are: Page and Tucson, Arizona; El
Centro, Inyokern, Los Angeles, and
Riverside, California; Astoria and Cor-
vallis, Oregon; and Frosser, Pullman,
and Spokane, Washington. They are in-
dicated by, dots on the map on this page ,
and the tables giving data for these cities
are to be found on page 61 in the section
on estimating the size of solar collectors
for active systems.

4



Daign Conside
Some climatic zones within the Pacific

Ftegion are clearly more suited for solar
heating than others, either in terns of

overall solar ra.diation Aar in tering of

seasonal or even daily patterns. In some
Areas the goal can be, at best, to reduce
the costs of conventional leafing by
enough to justify the add itiOval cost of a-
supplementary system _ In the oth er
suntly locations a solar heatiing syste rn
can be expected to supply the maj or
source of heat with gas, propane, elec-
tricit y, or wood providing the rest.

Site will also have a bearing on which
heating system is to be the prirnarN- one.
In extreme cases it will deter mine
whet her a solar installation shoad be
cons idered at all Obscuration by
buildings, trees ,' hills, moun tains
should he studied to ascerirrf w hen and
how rn'uch solar radiation is lost. Until
legal sun rights are established by
legislative or judicial processes, t

builder shou Id anticip to w het her t he
site might lEt 1 I at some tut.ure tifrir it ttfe
shadow of a nearby high rise culls tiuc-
lion or a gri,vit 11 of trees ol
land_ Such c.oii,adelatlin in as well tas
these of cost an d technologi cal limit a-
tion, suggest that solar space heatinig iii
stollations are best suited for reside lin ell
or small commercial buildings in rural tn-
su burhan areal, and not yet for de Ilse
po pu lilted hi gh ri3e itfi,,er city areas
Dornest ic hot vat_ er s, ste t,yt_untrasI
are both more ccinyaet end east effec-
tive, alit)W lag a greater tlercil,ilit v (,I ifI
stllatit,n and koppplicati,

While ci4iate end site -mill
feet on the yet entagc of s
heating designed for, the Npe 4,1 hi ildifkg
construction will have a .Jeariug the
most suitable solar design t In fort in, eitel v
for the builder the sun cannot be I rue d
on or off at will in any climate, NIA t he r
teal ;storage of solar I adi w ill fie al

feature of all heat ing systems lille nut .d

carry through nighttime hours and
periods of cloudiuess. 'Thermal storage
depends on rriass stone, cernen.t h lock,
concrete or adobe structures, acme useful
thermal storage is already in the.struca
Lure. This mass is particularly effective
in smoothing out variations in inside'
ern perature at locations where the awl-

bent day-night temperature change are
large. Building mass is also advan-
tageous for storing solar energy- which en-
ters the structure through -windows.

In the Pacific Region the majority of
residential building construction is of the
frame typearid mobtle hones can be
included here in wt. 1 the structure
contains relatively litt e mass. The ther-
mal storage in such uildirg will be
a learns[ entirely thd associatee'vvith. the
active solar heating system). Asa water
storage tank or rock bed, it will usually
he insulated fronmthe living space so that
heat stored in it can be distributed ac-
cod ing to demand. To some extent, the
design of active solar heating systems
and of conven tional systems, i,s con-
ditioned by the economics of lightweight
building practices and the need to in ain-
tain even temperatures within a struc-
ura 1 envelope that provides little t her-

nial flywheel effect of its oven.
The first consideration in the tiler-

midi design of a building is to minimize
the heating load. For o small, single-
story, well -insulated building, the tiler-
Ind load ought to be in the range of 6-1C
Wft J per degree -day, per square foot of
II cur area _ * 'The alai 4Jr contri bu tors to
both:Lug therm,' I load are thermal con
d oct ion through the materials coropris
tag the outer fa tine, and the energy re
quired to heat the outside air which in
filtrates the building through cracks,
.Lieteiled methods of ealcultiting hest looses Me building
thermal load) are to be found in the ASI-111.AV liamibcoka,
liet_Yd ire the references. A au ternary of the methodic is Lo bag
luu WI oil page (521 below, for both planned bu d dings aleci ex
1,t1 J]e r>uildings



porous walls, open 'windows , aid doers
'The infiltration rate can be effectively
redhead 1y the uge of weatherstripping,
orotund doors and windows and with
vapor barriers built into walls, ceilings,
and floor, A permissible infiltration ra
is usuall i in the range of onch Alf to

air change per hour. Less than this
lead to stuffiness in normal 1 iving spaces .
In areas of greater activity such as
meeting coons, t he infiltration -rate will
stave to be increased. Adeti, nate insula
tiosa of doors, walls, Roots, and ceilings
will reduce thermal conduction and the
use of double -glared windows, storm
doors, draperiei, and insulated vvincihyv

covers at night' will Lel p conserve the
positive solar gains through salt h -lacin g

NAindc_ms during daytime h(, urs-:
The inAporta nue of these hyad recto, tog

measures must be stress eel= F t hey
are usually more cost effect ive th Lin ac

t ive solar Jieating. _ecorid, the are;_,
sola. r (=oil ect or tie eded pit,taili x g
s.ola r Flea tai g t racti(yn is chrectl 1)14 )ur

t 101481 tO the 'building load= c'ttlecrtir,
s tor age t an ks, and r.q.k. lirdr (.7CI

=

rIthre :spa Ce WI till n Li GUI' (1111k t I,tI ii (-011

yeti tiulia I I 'eon' ci (Iic-

des ikt) shamlid lc

Alid, ilrl z,lill e he A
ectmr array alight he-ar aez-it het it.-

con Id rca no IN Fig tli r;4t- 'WI filly
after tile he t Jig 11 IC 11,1 4

tJy 1111_1it (0,74 tIt,, I lit ill( 1

e 11 kiLi, lye 1','t J,(1
tot handl tog a poi tilt'', of wilt.1, rt lid1W,

A ny ll t li optit Eli: al I
Ves a t recleo if bet weer' c os t arid vet Ion

I (ilk 1 U I tUi

lie Jim t rill 1.)c + I I, 1 ,lt1 ilia

1-1100: 1..il rill L I L., W(111 11 it-

CfeE3S111g L-2 ris (C l%

t lie sa vt, I el, ill le, I I, a t,
t rile Per fut tii-c 1

it with collect,,i Lilt fti iti a( ,o
tcr .vaiu

P.A/f lilt n+E

kiez-oolA1 I o5 I

provide for 100, of the hea tin g require-
rnent, since collector areas and storage
volumes needed to collect and store
enough heat for prol crated cloudy
weather would Le large and unwieldy.
Thus in general, a solar heating system
shou ld toe designed with a lull caPacity
auxiliary heating unit fox periods of ex-
tended cloudiness. This applies, in parr-
titular, to northern areas w here interior
temperatures must he in tairied in or-
der to protect water lines. Where the
solar heating sy.%terin is the, primary one,
the use of an efficient wood-burning
space heater has appealed to (Many as
wcod is a relatively inexnersiNe energy

We i n many locat iori s and is easily
stored. It is a rerievvable resource as
wellbeing, in fact, a for in of stored
solar en tIgiv,

Once the type heating system
has been decided on, questions of rnain-
tenaoce and lift ittre shoo id have a direct
hearing ,on the se lee toll a rid const
Or the systern components. Solar equip-
inent can represent frotn 5,-15% of the

elcling- cost t Ilereft:7Ite, must ha ve a
li feu vie of 15=30 Veeirs to wa (rant thv it ii

vestilieri t d esigner cid par
ik.olett a. gelato', to Foto, tial prk)t) Jews in

clIcrwitig art-=as:

Accessibility to glazed ar'i'a. -3,

I Thee, vvater zioiage t auto
tilt ell Vtllli t de gc.ed it ii,t,
Ac,, the wig 101 ,ling cAt v11,.. stir
t 0 1, Anted 0, ill

;or 1,-us

ti, the cdoe a (7 4.)WipleX

,I1T is advised to fit,

::l1 ilif, imied iii it, Oeek (11 IN 1 ue ut ;ti

iit W I it) ex pet-lett e iii the ltelel
1,ettice ill! kfin ,g 11111 , a 'it 411. tr 111

ti '1e01 I jli eithlitil)11 lie IL141,/ .to Well too

Ilw,e I I J.iellk talk iv Ilk reai

(leo( ot Jar 1eete ni tha Id lig Most
poop le i, on olvt!d iii tieing tieigy are
vely till liil to talk over prAit)1,1ins

(it eir LI1t, v ledw:

to ell, the az Pa



IV- Cost EffeetiNeness
The d 0-i t.yeurseLf torneowiner can

build a greenhouse for little as 52.50
per sq uae foot A lean -to greenhouse 011
0 Salt h-flicirig, vat I will provide 0 Sigtlitl-
caht quantity of heat for the Eldjacert
house - This sort of systern mac n alt a fiord
a very highAegree of teiripe rat ure control
or storage but is, it the present tityle, a

very' economical way to trap fairly large
quant ities cif s;ola r rad iat ion fcir s pa.ce
heating rurios es, and the cc-ins tru (21 ion
techniques e t he ding
anyone rood era skill ed ill ca rite titre.

The al st a Ilat lori cost 1,I active sal r
hel-tlilig Isyst en' s a re rel allNek Vagl

greater flex ilnIttv ot tent perottrre
tro its of :":21) $30 iyer int- 1,, it

,co Ile (A, r elre it tit z. Ul1iii 1,111

proles :slot tat tat the e`1 mi..

t ive heat lei II It k )nt

)00 prtfro
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The annual capital ned charge rate is
simply, the value of the capital to the in-
dividual, It may be the interest rate that
the capital would be earning if it were in-
vested rather than used to install the
solar 4ating systern, or it may be the an-
nual cost of a loan made to finance the
system installation. For example, the an-
nual fixed charge rate of. an eight percent
twenty- year loan is 0.1004, as determined
from banker's tables or formulas.

The annual energy delivered by a
idard" act ive IigLiitd or air space

heating system can he estimated from
t he data presented 1h-the table on page
1(1 for 1 t7i cities in the region. It will be

t hat the smaller t he solar heating
the wow heat it will deliver per

square toot of collector, largely bteaUse
he smaller vst rn will he running at full

City in( of the ti
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we obtain

$1 1,1 1 per million liTU co. ) solar

How does this hypothetical figure corn -
pare with competing energy sources'?
Natural gas and electricity costs vary
widely throughout the country hut, at
present, they are generally lower, For ex
ample, if natural gas is $1.50 per 1,000
standard 'cubic feet and is hurtled in a
furnace at 60% efficiency, then the
delivered cost cal' heat is roughly $'2,50 per
million BTU, If 'electricity costs ;3,5d per
kilowatt hour, then the cost tit electrical
resistance heating is $10.2f) per toile 1111
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include a forecast of the annual increase
in conventional fuel costs is the
nornokraph on p'aget (9).* With it, one
can select a brepc-even time for the solar
heating system, the type and cost of con-

_

ventional fuel with the forecasted annual
increase, and the energy output of the
solar heating system. From these figures,
one can derive what the system must cost.
in order to provide t he desired hreakeven
time. An, example is plotted on the
nomograph by the dotted line.

The solar heating system is to break
even at ten years.
Electricity is assumed to be priced at.'
2.4d per 4owatt hour, with an 8°/0
annual inatase

sefol solar energy is assumed to be
Bit per square foot cif

collect( area.
The cost iii Illot icv In annlIIIIed 1(1 he

The sold' Ilea tlll v twill rii,alil
t end (tits( asmiiitted to he 1%_

t. roll, there Ow, es uric derives a $10
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Annual Energy Delivered by a
.Space Reding Solar EnerEy oSystems

Annual net energy delivered per
square foot' of collector, in
millions of BTU/year ft?

Solar Heating_
Fraction

Site
25% 50%- 75%

Arizt)na
.11e!ge 0_212 0, VA) 0.115

Phien ix 0_132 0.104 0.078

Tucson 0 136 0.107 0.080

( 8111,,rnio

Davis .* 0.124 0,1190 0.062

Et Ceti iro 0.1 0.150 0.106

Fres-0o 0,087 0,060

In 4o.he to 0.205 (1.154 0.110

1,ns An ge i, 0.214 0.161 11 116

HI -xe rsi de- 0 176 0 Il17 0.11111

Santa .711.all a 0 262 0 211 0.140

(. /rep g ,

A!,.toro, u in( o 1 i (

( irVtll I ll 142 0,098 11.064

M edlord 0 134 0 (1)-fi 0 1)61

Nashalgr - ..

Prasse T il _ I 40 0 Mtni II= 004

P1.1111ai-,la 0 139 4'1_098 0 06'
lit dila no 14M -14

Seat (le I) 1'1 0.0t-11 0;:1

11.o, ns o 1.-7,0 0 ii I) 069

pl, t ,lotaLlitx il,AL.114t)

(AA hftSeti on lix .1,cal,r,- Solar 14a J Matto methodail explanatms, 4)_ hiCh

ptAge ;)9. II a di ,ti Cgt It hot welter ayatern is added to ea spare heating ayatern, as
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V..( o1 Space Heating,,' Active Systems
Flat Plate Collectors.' A flat surface

painted black, enctbsed in a glazed box,
and oirleuted and tilted properly in rela-
tion to.--t1-turi will trap a considerable
amount of solar. radiation. But solar
collectors must do more than collect.
They must also priove the heat out of the
c5Ilector; anN it is the nature of this heat
transfer function, and specifically
whetherthe heat transfer medium 'is air
or a liquid, that will dictate the form of
much of the remainder of the heating
system.

All of the ml le- r types shown on t his
page, with one exception, use black-
pa in ted meta I as the collector surface t O
absorb the solar radiation. In liquid
collectors_ t he heat is removed from the
surface I a liquid potyped (11,11,tigh

tubes or ducts attached to the surface or
dribbled down corrugat ed foetal trtlghz,
SirnilarIV in air collectors, the air is
blown ac _roSs the collector surrace (rE

t hrovigh ut metal get i.i4e
At t Icw tetiiperctliales used tor

heating ot Wat 'heating,. flat
plate cLille,.tors ut el diet pe, liquid 1,1
airvt,rk with rerl:, /rltdhlc erfiCienCV atIcl
are reit-al.-eh: caso, to C101 rtil't Col
tive losses are easily reptu c
t ransparetu cover, tI5t1all's, cnic

ItiVerti ol ,:okido, t s

t lirooKti ll 1e codlccs hill rl do,' ',ides call
bv (1 fig I SUTtiA,

it olay be c,t dse to, redo,. c 10,141E10o
by ineans of a select ive Coat ii ig till t he al,
N4./1 bet mu, ta,.:c, 11.1n 1 tl 1,,oatlkg wIth
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acid low emit an, c Et.c tflc luticoed it;
Aiiyei.-
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71 I d f 1 cid lh PIA? II N,, tioh,hc,
results, Lim:ever d tl,e tetto, t, ciet,f °11

drill th, d orlet it( h it

coolant temperature and flow rate, the
magnitude and angle of incident solar
radiation, and the wind velocity. It is also
dependent on the design parameters of
the collector itself.

But collector efficiency can be
calculated by performing a detailed heat
balance °lithe absorber surface and on
each sheet of glazing, which will account
for solar and infrared absorption and
radiation, convection, and conduction
heat flows. Collector efficiency for one set
of conditions is shown on page 12. It is
convenient to plot efficiency as a func-
tion of the parameter nT/I:

A

Average Collector Ambient
Surface Te mprrat ore Temperature

Incident Solar Radiation
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Reflectors. The amount of solar radia-
tion striking a collector surface can be
considerably increased by reflectors,
thereby allowing one to reduce-the size of
the collector array. An area of white
gravel in front of a collector, for example,
will reflect a certain amount of radiation
into the collector, as will snow, though
more diffusely than sheet aluminum, or
mirrored surfaces that can be mounted
iFyti movable panels.

Recent analysis indicates that the
potential advantage of reflectors is sub-
stantial. A vertical solar collector with a
horizontal reflector in front of it should
perform substantially better than the
same collector tilted at the t

angle without a reflect lit addition, the
seasonal variation in solar radiation iiici
dent on the wIlect9r is completcl
(-hanged wit h a ref-let:Om

Heat Tranftfer, Collect..., to
The most desirable 'Dec-both h., tratlsfel
heat from the collector z-iartact- tot the
heat Ae 71 ra vviaild f,r 1,11e th,it
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serious problem, can be dealt with in a
variety of ways using special rnaterials
and techniques.

LAT-PLATE SOLAR 'COLLECTOR PERFORMANC AP
100%

80%

60%

40 /e

20%

T 7
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Good flat black point 0.98 089.
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Many different liquids have been tried,
but all have been found deficient in some
category. Ethylene glycol /water mixtures
are now in common use, but like other
fluids besides water, require a heat ex-
changer between the collector coolant
circuit and the heat storage water tank.
They also require corrosion protection.
Expense is an additional factor to be con-
siderbd as the volume of a typical liquid

c.
Freezing Point
Pour Point
Boiling Point
(a, NMI Press, )

( orro.sion
Fluid 5tahilit.
Flash Point
Bulk Cost ($/gal
Thvurna I (f.onduc
I BI OT
Ilea I Ca pa(1
IFITT/1,1-31.-(q
VISO/SON.,

(LA./FT H 01

'Reysiire Ail t1...,_(1,ct,

t ion

1,k-ttip-,, I

collector of 500 square feet plus the
ing to and from storage can amount to as
much' as 30 gallons. Toxicity is of par-
ticular importance when a' system
eludes domestic hot water heating .,LASL
is currently. evaluating a number of

-fluids, among which a class of light
paraffinic oils show promise. A summary
of the characteristics of collector coolants
is presented below.

COLLECTOR COOLANT CHARACTERISTICS

Air Water

Pta r

R5% Ethylene
Glycol/Water

33'F

'2 35

Thermia 15
Paraffinic UKON (Polyglycol)

Oil 50-11B-250-X

10 °F

700 °F
Non-Corrosive

rood*
455°F

1.1$)

0:76

1 40

.1a tur,h

600°F
Non-Corrosive

Cood*'
500°F
4.40

0.11J

(1.45

14:1.1
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Heat Storage and Distribution for
Liquid SysternS. The common thermal
storage medium for liquid systems is

water, usually held in a large basement
tank and insulated from the living space
of the building. The size of the tank is
directly piopottional to the collector area
for the perctntage -of solar heating
desired. For example, a system designed
to supply 75% of the heating load of a
15,000 BTINclegree-.day house in Med-
ford, Oregon, would -have a tank capacity
of 1,680 gallons which would hold enough
heat to carry over approximately 22
hours. If water is the heat transfer
medium, the storage tank water will be
heated directly, and indirectly through a
heat exchanger if other fluids are used
The heat exchanger can be as supple as a
coiled section of tubing, usually copper,
inanersed in the storage tank water or
wrapped around the external sin take of
the tank; or it may be an external heat
exchanger requiring till extra pomp to
move the tank water I hroug h the ex
changer

hi ordel to tialist,1
t he hoildiag heate,1 wale'
Ill --the_(L4) (frt the t,,l agc tc-1,11i 1111014411

ti rle41)11d 0114111d it, au, Built t.:1111ttIllA11 It
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registets (tiagiaLu oil page
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radiant lit cit

etko 1.,1e

11. ..t
Al Sy ,eitiz, ,

Oregon, would require a rock bin of 700
cubic feet, containing 32 tons of rocks.
Problems of leakage and accessibility are
not nearly as critical with rock beds as
with water storage tanks, and they do not
require-maintenance. Rock beds are ef-
ficient heat transfer devices. The air
gives up its heat quickly by flowing
through the labyrinthine. paths; as a
result, the rocks near the air entry end of
the rock bed can be at quite different
temperatures than those near the exit
end. This makes for a certain respon-
siveness in retrieving stored heat and
compensates to a great degree for the one
disadvantage air has as a heat transfer
medium--its low heat-transfer coef-
ficient.

An air system, of course, does not re-
quire heat exchangers of the sort used in
liquid systems except in cases where
domestic hot water is to be heated or'
preheated. For space heating, the hot air
from the collector is blown directly into
the living space; or for storage, into the
rock bin as in the diagram on page 15. 1,tc
terniN of niechaineal assistance, an active
all system requires only one fan dl iii two
Ltka4ble dampers. As s0011 as the collector
temperature exceeds the rock bed exit
temperature (left side), .the collector
(10 ii till (111((we1' on) Witt daniper (' iii
the posit ion shown. lf the living space re-
konfes heat, damper /1 is in the position

When there is surplus Beat troll)
collector ,failip,,r moves t()iis op

',el positioo (hit:cunt.; (lie heat ill it, the
licetle,(114).,,i bed VI ben heat ttt

ge lit Hight durilig (Jowly perio_.
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Water storage tank

Liquid HeatingJ Water /Forced
Collectors Storage/- Distributial

SEACE HEA I !Nu y SI _Avi

MUM/ HEATINC COI,LECT

Air He my tic..J I

Collectors/ Storoge Ditt ib.

A M

AIR ti It A rite( i L 1 ri r ) ,

Liquid or Air? In terms of perfor-
mance there is little to choose from bet-
ween liquid and air systems (Graph,
below), based on the nominal parameters
selected for the two "standard" systems.
One could change the parameters
slightly 'to give a small performance edge
to either system, but the actual choice
betwe-en competir design _concepts will
more likely res n considerations other
than those of pormance alone.

Air systems may offer cost advantages
in new installations by virtue of their
greater .simplicity and will probably be
cheaper to service and repair. Unlike li-
quid systems, they need not be entirely
leak-proof and there are no problems of
liquid degradation or corrosion.

On the:other hand, air ducts and rock
beds are bulkier than pipes and water
tanks and so may not be as adaptable to
retrofit situations as the components of a
liquid system. A 1,680 gallon water tank
of 224 cubic feet, for example, will store
as much heat as a 7 foot by 10 foot by 10
toot rock bed of 700 cubic feet.

ARISON OF AIR AND LI( UID SPACE
HEATING SYSTEMS IN FRESNO
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Liquid systems offer advtibtages in
terms of integrating domestic hot water
heaters and are, at the present time,
more adaptable for solar cooling. In addi-
tion, because they have received greater
attention by designers and by industry
during the recent rebirth of interest in
solar energy, liquid system components
are currently more readily available.
However, air-heating collectors and rock '
beds were among the earliest systems
built, and they can be expected to
proliferate as their good performance
characteristics become- more widely
known.

Heat Pump Auxiliary. A heat pump
auxiliary can be used to improve the per-
formance of either a liquid or air system
but adds complexity and expense. A heat
pimp works on the principal of the
household re. tr_gei atm- or an conkhtionei
and Co 1-161Sts
ponents au electr
and a dosed loop 0
ped though cyce
evaporation Essentially a heat pomp

e Nallle
Motor. (:0111preSSOr
vapor that iS purn

ation anti

i 19, I

Wilke
1k. ,..J141,011

6

transfers thermal energy from a low tem-
perature region to a higher temperature
region using an electric motor.

In its solar heating application (see
Diagram, below), low-temperature solar
-heat is applied to one side of the heat
pump system and causes the condensed
vapor to evaporate. The compressor then
raises the pressure and temperature of
the vapor which, when next condensed,
gives off heat at a higl-lier temperature
than was provided. When the tem-
perature difference is less than 30-40°F, a
good heat pump can provide around 3
BTU of heat at a high temperature (160-
180°F) for every BTU of energy the com-
pressor usesand thus has a coefficient
of performance (COP) of .3.

The use of a heat pump is.particularly
attractive in a situation where summer
cooling of a building would normally be
handled by a conventional air-
conditioner. In its place, a reversible air-
conditioner can be installed at a small
additional cost to function as a heat
pump during the winter heating months

1,aci

lank

at A ,

Solar
tLollectu,

la, new
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Design= Parameters for Liquid Systems
Standard Liquid System. In order to

determine the quantitative effect of any
one component or feature of a solar
heating system on the performance of the
whole, it is first necessary to establish the
design parameters for a reasonably good
system consistent with cost and the pre-

sent state of the art. Current design prac-
tices and manufacturing processes in-
dicate what is possible, and within these
conditions one can determine quan-
titatively the range of performance and
the cost effective optimum within that
range.

TILE STANDARD LIQUID SYSTEM

Values of parameters used for t he -standard' solar heating system using liquid heating
solar collectors, a heat exchanger, water tank thermal storage, and forced air heat dis-
tribution system to the building. The values are normalized to one square foot of collector
(ft }.

SolAr Collector
PARAMETER; NOMINAL VALUE:

1. Orientation
2, Tilt (from horizontal)
3. Number of glazings
4. Glass trammissivity (de 1((d
5, Surface absorTrtance (-solar)
6. Surface emittance (IR)
7 Coolant flow rate X spe h = ,t

8. Heat transfer coefficient to liquid
coolant

9. Back insulation t,
10. Heat capacity
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The "standard" liquid system, whose
parameters are listed on page 17, repre-
sents a good average solar heating system
of its type. It consists of'a metal flat plate
collector, a water. storage tank, a heat ex-
changer, and forced air distribution to
the living space. The design parameters
for these components and othet features
of the system were selected by means of
computer simulations in which each
parameter was varied singly in order to
obtain a value for which the solar perfor-
mance is optimized or nearly optimized.

Given, then, the nominal standard li-
quid system as a whole, one can proceed
to vary each one of the parameters singly
through simulated yearly heating loads
based on actual weather data in order to
determine the effettt of such variations on
the performance of the system

This has been done for each d-esign
parameter for Seattle, Washing
Medford, Oregon; Fresno and Santa
Maria,'California; Phoenix, Arieoea; and
Bismarck, North Dakota tor "solar
heating des.agii yeats The ies1p,n yca 1
for each estahlished liv roi
hour by holm sintilation analyses on 10
to 12 years ot data for each of the , Hies
The design year tot each is the ve,a that
most closely c()/resi.mant, to the poop

veragt' in tr, 111.") of the ntiii I heating tray
tion. The design veal, ill, degree day

Sent t

values and solar radiation data for these
design years are shown in the tables
following.

Each parameter variation was done for
two different building loads which were
selected to give 75% and 40% solar
heating fractions for the nominal values
of the parameters. Collector-size, an inn
portant parameter, is treated separately
in the section beginning on page 52.

For each calculation, only t&6
parameter under study was varied;
therefore all of the complex system in-
teractions which result from changing
that parameter have been taken into Etc-
:count.

The results of these calculations are in-
tended to give information on trends of
solar performance as a function of
parametric variation, rather then be
taken as absolute results. No actual solar
heating system will perform exactly as
predicted. Furthermore, as the design
parameters were varied singly to deter-
mine their individual effect on the
overall performance of One system, care
should be used in simultaneously varying
two or more parameters, since some of

le may be coupled non-linearly If
one simultaneously varies two or more
design parameters to any significant ex-
tent, it may be that the net change in
pertomeuice (coineared to the standard
system) will be different than the perfor-
Ina liCe eSl I tool eel by changing the

A A. ,)

1/1.41- ttadiutiu..
in iforiLontal

Surface
tall /NA ft- A 1eK Day



And dditig up
1 changes. A s arrat

may be needed for
ce prediction for

he u th of the computer imula-
tions are to be found below in two forms..
First, in summary form for each
parameter; and, second, iii detail, with
the results plotted on graphs.

Since there are twelve curves on some
of the graphs, that is,'two curves for each
of the six cities, one for the nominal 75%
solar heating system and one for the 40%

-- system, their order from top to bottom on
the graph is indicated by the order of the
list of cities on the graphs. For example,
if the first city listed is "MD," then the
top curve of the set is for Medford, and so
forth. Fifteen parameters have been
studied for the standard liquid system.-
Parameters one through six and nine are
the same as for the standard air system, a
discussiSt of which begins on page 45.

In brief, the effects of changes in
design parameters for the standard liquid
system can be summarized as follows.

1. Collector Orientation: Optimum
orientation is usually due south.
Variations east or west of up to 30°
reduce performance by only 2.4%'
to 5%, but larger variations can
reduce performance substantially,
(Same for standard air system.

2. Collector Tilt: The optimum tilt
angle will range from latitude plus
10° up to latitude plus 25°,
depending on climEite. Like orien-
tation, small variations from the
optimum have a small effect.
Variations of more than about 20°
can substantially reduce perfor-
mance. (Same for standard air
system.)

3. Number of Glazings:
Justification of the extra cost of
double glazing will depend on
climate. Collector area can be
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reduced by only= 5% by the use of
dpuble glazing in Phoenix but by
25% in Bismarck. me for stan-
dard air system.)

4 Collector Glass Transmissivi
Improving glass transmissivity by
6% by the use of "water eihite
glass should increase the annual
solar heat collected by 2% to 5%,
depending on the site. Improving
transmissivity by reducing glass

d have an even
me for stand*

reflectance s
greater effect.
air system.) .

5. Collector Surface A cm
Surface absorptance should not be
less t %, (Same for standart
air sy

6. Collector Surfage Emittance: A
highly selective surface can reduce
the required collector area by 15%
in the warmer climates and by up
to 38% in the colder climates such
as Bismarck. Surface durability
may be a problem. (Same for stan-
dard air system.)

7. Collector Coolant Flow Rate:
Although not a critical design
parameter, the flow rate should be
designed to obtain a coolant tem-
perature rise of about 20°F under
peak conditions:--,
Collector Heat Transfer Coef-
ficient: A net effective heat
transfer coefficient greater than 10
BTU/hr °F per square foot of
collector is adequate to achieve
near maximum performance:
Collector Back and Side Insula-
tion: U-values of no greater than
0.1 should be integrated into the
collector system. (Same for stan-
dard air system.)
Collector Heat Capacity: The
collector design should' minimize
the mass of metal and the fluid in-
ventory in the collector.
Distribution Pipe Insulation:
Collector-to-storage distribution

8.

9.

10.

19



an be kept aacep-
%dating to a U-

°F
n A

cient of at
0 r °P ft should

achieved.
Thermal Storage Heat Capac'
Thermal storage for ranch more
than overnight, does not improve
the yearly system performance
very much, but fairly severe ,per-
formance losses are predicted if
the storage provides less than 10

Tumg °F (1.2 gal of water /f#').
14. Heat Losses From Storage: If the

storage tank is located within the

20
2 3

living space, heat losses are far less
detrimental than if the tank is
lochiedAttside the liVing space, in
which case losses can be severe
without., substantial insulation.

15. DesignMater Temperature:
the design water temperature is
decreased, the required air at in
the buildings increased with an
increase also in, solar heating per-
formance but at higher capital
and operating costs. Distribution
by means of baseboa d convectors
is less effective than by forced air.



Orientation. A due south
is near optimum for all six

udied. The decrease in perform-
ance for variations from due south is
somewhat greater for the colder northerly

cities than for the warmer souther y
ones, but variations of up to 300 east or
west reduce performance by only- 2.4% on
the- average, or 5% at the most

0

-vp1/4,

SOUTH

Collector Orientation, Degrees

EAST
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2. Co doctor, Tilt. Collector tilt .angle
is an important design consideration.
Common practice isto use a tilt equal to
the latitude of the .site plus 10° or 15°
Clearly latitude is important; however,
the optimum tilt will also be affected by
the monthly distribution of the heating
loadwhether it is concentrated in a
short period of two or three months or
spread out over half the yearand by the
solar heating fraction. It is important to
note that the curves have a relatively flat

22

maximum. This means that major devia-
tions from the optimum tilt have only a
minor effect on performance.

Many other considerations may play a
more important role than maximizing
performancesuch as ease of assembly
and repair, shedding of snow and rain,
architectural integration, and potential
overheating problems in summer. A ver-
tical collector may well be best in some
situations.

I
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Collector glaz-
ing serves s: -11) it allows
_for tra l ion of= solar radiation to the
collector absorber surface. .(2). it reduces
convective keit !Oases to the.surrounding
-air; and (3)- it absorbs the infrared (long
wavelength) radiation that would
otherwise radiate back into the telyiron-
mental from the absorber serface.* At
least one sheet of glazing is essential in
apace heating and domestic hot water ap-
plications, While none is generally re-
quirt d for swimming pool heaters.

anging one-or another characteristic of
the iglazing produces a net yearly effect
on performance as the result of com-
plicated interactions which- depend not
only on the glazing but on the rest of the
system and its application, which
together determine the operating regime
of the collector. Intuitive judgements of
performance based on collector perform-
ance charts alone, such as the one given
on page 12, are often misleading or
wrong, as they fail to take into account
the interaction of all the other factors, In
this and the following three sections, the
effects of the parameter changes on the
net yearly performance of space heating
applications is discussed for the six sites.

The decision to use one or two sheets of
glass depends on a trade-off between the
added cost of the extra Sheet and the in-
crease in performance to be gained.

The added cost of a second sheet of
glass will be determined, in part, by
whether the glass procurement is small or
large. Cost estimates should include ad-
ditional parts required by the double-
glazing, added glass installation costs,
and the additioilal shipping and collector
installation costs resulting from the
hrivier weight of the double-glazed
collector. Estimates should also factor in
extra costs associated with replacing
broken glass, protecting against the

'This is not to imply that radiation losses from the collector
are thereby eliminated. Glass has a hi-gb emittance and thus
also radiates energyhut at the lower temperature of the
glass.
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higher operating, temperatures to be ex-
pected during periods when the collect
is not cooled, and dealing with the coil-
densation of water vapor inside the
collector.

The performance to be gained by an
additional sheet al glass, as slifbwn in the
tae below, is predominantly the result
of the difference in ambient temperature
at the different sites. This suggests a
correlation with heating degree-days. In
the two graphs on page 25, it can be seen
that the collector area ratio for a 75%
solar system correlates well with the
January degree-days, whereas a 40%
solar system correlates better with the
annual degree- days.

To illustrate how these graphs may be
used, suppose that a solar heating systeM
with single glazing will cost 10% less than
one using double-glazed collectors. It
can be seen, then, that it would be more
economical to install a 75% solar heating
system with double-glazed collectors at
sites where the January heating load ex-

, needs roughly 650 degree-days, such as
Medford, Seattle, and Bismarck, and
more economical to install single-glazed
collectors in Phoenix, Santa Maria, and
Fresno.

Double Glazed
Collecto w

Single Glazed

Solar Heating Fraction 75% 40%

Site

Phoenix 0.94 0.97
Santa Maria 0.94 0.94
Fresno 0.91 0.95
Medford 0.86 0.91

Seattle 0.84 0.88
Bismarck 0.74 0.85



5000

An l Degree Days

=

10000



golar radia-
n' divert the collector glazing

assembly through tit,'" effects. The first is
the reflection of sunlight from the surface
ofthe glass. The second is the absorption
of solar energy by the glass itself. In nor#
mat window glass, these effects are
nearly equal, Reflection is very depen-
dent on the angle of incidence of the solar
radiation,. and the absorptance is also to,
a lesser extent.

It has become customary to lump these
effects into a single variable called "glass
transrnissivity," which is the total energy

26

3r.

ed through .the glass for
sunlight.strikin g if perpendicularly. This
parameter-is relatively easy to measure.
For standard plate glass, reflection .ac-
counts for a reduction in transmissivity
of about 8% and absorption for about 6%
at normal incidence, resulting in a
transmissivity of about 86%.

There are techniques for making glass
with a total transmissivity in excess of.
95%. These involve lowering the iron
content in 'order to reduce absorption,
and etching the surface to provide a
gradation in density in order to reduce

Transmissivity per sheet)



fly visible to
be used

n or "white
ion at the

present time.. Low-reflective glass,
although no also in production; is not

available at prices which would
rants its use in solar collectors.

on the graphs on pages 26
and 27 were deterwined by varying the
absorption with the perpendicular reflec-
tance assumed to be 8%.* They show

the performance
than the reduction
principally because ene
the glass is not losfrorn the
raises the glass temperature and Hereby
reduces the convective and r ative

from the absorber eurface. A 1%
rui glass tranunissivity reduces

the yearly solar energy collected by
0.36% to 0.94%, depending on the site,
the number of glazinge, and the solar
fraction.

I

Transmissivity
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5. Collector' Surface Aboorptance.
Solar energy that it; not absorbed by the
surface is not available as heat energy in
the rest of the' system. Therefore, collec-
tor surface absorptance is a very impor-
tant factor. Nearly all solar collectors are
painted black, but even among black
painta there will be variations in ab-
sorptance from 92% to 98%. The dif-
ference between these two values can be
easily discerned by the naked eye. It is
almost impossible to discern any relief
variations in a surface with absorptance
of 98% while it is relatively easy to see
them on a 92% surfaces any case,

2R

collector surface bsorptan e should not
be less than 90%.

It is interesting to note that a one per-
cent detrease in surface absorptEince
decreases the overaThlystem performance
by only 0.44% to 0.67%. This may be due
to the fact that with the- lower ab-
sorptance the system runs somewhat
cooler with correspondingly lower heat
losses throughout.

Durability of the surface should be
considered along with its absorptance.)
Dust or other deposits on the absorber
surface may reduce its absioptance.
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SE/MD/FR
PH
Eil/SM

Collector Surface Absorption
(Normal Incidence)

3



-plate collectors is
the ehtor

coatings have a
dive heinispheric emittance for

g- ve or infrared radiation a
ue of 0.89 is typical for a gOod black

paint with's high absorptance.
There has been intense interest in the

development of "selective sur-
ces"coatings that - have a very high

a rptance for visible and ultraviolet
so radiation and a low emittance for
infrared radiation. Most selective sur-
faces are either chemical or electro-
deposited coatings. When deposited over 4
a high reflectance sutitraie, a thin
coating- of metal oxide is opaque for
short-wave radiation-therefore has
a high.,absorptlikue,and also
tiansparynt for infrared radiation: The
effective emittance of the surface is the
same as the effective emittance of the
substrate, which is low since the sub-
strate is highly reflective.

For selective surfaces currently
available, effective ernittance in the
range of 0.1 can be obtained with an ab-
sorptance in the range of 0.95.

For a single-glazed collector, -a sub -
stantial performance increase can be ob-
tained by using a highly selective sun:
face, thereby. enabling one to decrease
the collector area required to achieve a
given solar fraction. For example, assum-
ing a single-glazed collector with,a selec-
tive surface with an absorptance of 0.95
and an emittance of 0.10 in comparison
with a collector with a matte black sur-
face (absorptance, 0.98; emittance, 0.89),
the collector area of the first in relation
to the second for two given solar heating
fractions can be tabulated as follows:.

Phoenix
Santa
Fresno
Medford
Seattle
Bismarck

aria
0.84
0.82
0.79
0.70
0.69
0.62

0.85
0.82
0.83
0.87
0.75
0.73

In other words, for a 75% solar heating
system in Phoenix with a selective sur-
face, one needs only 84% of the collector
area required-Jot a glPftelliWithatit
selective surface. The figures, above were
taken from detailed simulation analyses.

In all cases, performance was actually
reduced by the use of double glazing over
a selective surface compued to single
glazing over the selective surface. One of
the primary benefits of double glazing is
its absorption of infrared radiation froim
the collector surface. With a' selective
surface, however, this effect is small; and
the increased absorption and reflection
caused by the second layer of glass is
more of a loss than the gain resulting
from decreased convective losses.

The figures in the table above show a
reasonable correlation with heating
degree-days indicated on the graphs of
page 30. The improvement in perfor-
mance is almost linear, with changes in
emittance, as can be seen in the graphs
on pages 31 and 32.

However, the use of a selective surface
depends on several other factors besides
performance, Cost is one. For example,
assuming the absorptance and emittance
figures above, a selective ,surface will

37 29
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ac 4r area in
d by about all over a collector

on-selectfie surface. The ques-
on then becoMes whether an array of

collectors with a normal black surface
will cost more than an array of selective~
surface collectors 30% smaller - in area.
The appearance of the building and the

availability of of area May have a bear-
ing on this choice; Durability is also
factorsome selective surfaces have
shown. a tendency to break down both
mechanically and chenaeally over a
period of time. Other coatings, notably
"black chrome," are relatively, stable but
are expensive.

Collector Surface Hem eric EMittance



Collector

32

rface Hemispheric Emitt nce
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7. Collector Coolant Flow Rate.
Collector coolant flow rate is important
in a liquid collector primarily because in-
creases in the flow rate reduce the collec-
tor temperature rise which in turn
reduces the amount of heat lost from the
collector tfor a given inlet fluid tem-
perature. 1

The curve below is plotted as the func-
tion of the coolant flow rate in units of
BTL1h / ©F and can thus be used for
fluids .with different specific heats. For
example, for water with a specific heat of
1 BTU per lb, a value of 15 on the plot
corresponds to 15 lb/hr, which is equal to

1.8 gallons of water/hr ft. A fluid with a
specific heat of one half that of water
would require a flow rate of 30 lb/hr ft!.

The proper choice of coolant flow rate
will depend on the pressure drop of the
collector, the viscosity of the fluid, Ind
the size and cost of available pumps.
Although higher coolant flow rates do in-
crease the performance of the system,
they also require more energy to pump at
those rates. Therefore increases in the
flow rate may not represent a net in-
crease overall in energy gain or cost sav-
ings for the system.

Collector Coolant Flow Rate (BTU/11°F ftc)
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8. Collector Heat Transfer
Coefficient. The average collector heat
transfer coefficient is the effective heat
transfer coefficient between the average
surface temperature of the collector and
the average coolant temperature. Due to
the heat transfer properties of liquids,
the heat transfer coefficiffiff of liquid
collectors is relatively high.

Many liquid collectors are designed
with thin sheets of metal connecting the

100

MD
FR
BI
PH
SM

collector tubes, Conduction through this
metal sheet represents a decrease in the
effective transfer coefficient of the collec-
tor.

It can be seen from the graph below
that an effective heat transfer coefficient
greater than 10 BTU/hr °F per sq ft of
collector is adequate to achieve near
maximum performance from the solar
heating system.

SE/MD/FR

SM

10 20 40 5

G.Ale., of t teat Ituribfet Goer ficiel it

(EJ t r 1 /VF fto



9. Collector Back and Side
Insulation. Heat can be lost from the
collector surface by conduction through
the back and sides of the collector hous-
ing. It is good design practice to insulate
with the equivalent of three to four
inches of fiberglass insulation. The graph
below indicates that a U-value of 0.1

E
0

C
cO

100s

should be integrated into the collector
housing design for good performance.

If foam insulation is to be used, care
must be taken to select a type which is
stable at the maximum temperature
which the collector may achieve under
no-flow conditions. Only a few of the
foam insulation materials are suitable.

PH
SM
FR/SE
MD
BI

Collector buo Coefficient (13-1U/11'F fl )



10. Collector Heat Capacity. A cer-
tain amount of solar energy is required to
heat the collector up to operating tem-
perature every morningenergy that is
lost to the environment ale not
recovered at the end of the dW3r. The
same effect occurs each time the sun goes
behkid a large cloud acid causes the
collector temperature to drop below
storage temperature.

The major contributor to collector heat
capacity is the fluid stored in the collec

for and the mass of the metal in the
collector and the collector insulation as
well as the mass of all components of the
heating system that cycle in tem-
perature.

The magnitude of heat capacity de-
pends on collector design, which ought to
keep the collector mass and fluid inven-
tory as low as possible. The graph shows
that collector heat capacity can have a
major effect in the performance of the
overall system_

4U
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11. Distribution Pipe Insulation.
The plumbing which connects the collec-
tor array to storage should be insulated.
Minimizing heat losses from the pipe on
the hot side of the collector is more im-
portant than minimizing losses from the
collector itself, since the hot side piping
may be the highest temperature of the
entire system.

As in the case of other parameters, the
pipe insulation is put in terms of the total
insulating characteristics per square foot
of collector area. Since distribution pipes

are usually two inches in diameter or
less, heat losses from them can be kept
relatively low. Therefore a nominal value
for distribution pipe heat losses of only
0.04 BTLJ/hr/°F sq .ft of collector was
chosen for the standard system calcula-
tion.

In order to use the graph below, it is
necessary to calculate the total net ther-
mal loss coefficient of all the distribution
piping (BTU/hr °F) and divide this by
the collector area (ft2).

15

Collector Flr g Haut Lass Coefficient
(BIllin Fftg)
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12. Heat Exchanger Heat Transfer
Effectiveness. In the standard liquid
system, the heat from the collector fluid
is transferred to the water in the storage
tank by means of a heat exchanger. A
common method of implementing this
heat exchanger is to pump water from
the bottom of the storage tank thlough a
heat exchanger where it picks up heat
from the collector coolant and then
returns the heated water to the top of the
tank.

Another possible approach is, instead
of pumping water out of the storage tank,
to immerse a heat exchanger or coil of
tubing near the bottom of the tank and
rely on natural convection to transfer
heat from the coil to the storage water.

A net heat exchanger/heat transfer
coefficient of at least 10 BTU /hr ©F

should be achieved, as can be seen from
the graph beldw. For example, if the total
amount of energy being- collected at a
particular time is equal to 100 BTU/hr
ft2c, then the average temperature dif-
ference between the fluid on one side of
the heat exchanger and the other should
he no more than 10°F.

The use of some collector liquids with
poor heat transfer characteristics, such
as paraffinic oils, can result in relatively
difficult problems in achieving this kind
of heat exchanger effectiveness. On the
other hand, water is a relatively good
heat transfer fluid.

Pleut LAchunyer Neat Tr an fer
Coefficient (BTU/WFftc)

4u



13. Thermal Storage Heat Capacity.
A water storage tank for thermal storage
is considered part of the standard liquid
system. It provides energy for those times
when the sun is not shining. The nominal
thermal storage capacity is 15 BTLT/ftg
°F (1.8 gal of water/ftg). This would be
sufficient to heat a 75% solar building in
Medford for 20 hours, assuming an initial
storage temperature of 150°F and an out-
side temperature of 20'F.* Aker this
time, heat would continue to he extrac-
ted from storage, but an increasing
amount of auxiliary heat would be re-
quired o maintain an inside temperature
of 68°F.
The following general formula can be used to deternitue
carry-through time of storage, i_e the tune elapsed ire
auxiliary heat is needed to prevent the inside temperature
from dropping:

14S I, I 11. I ,i,
Load Trm Ta

= pink lainal II

= mJni,t perilt Maltitinned
fieN,gn
n,hltni ttru1ttrtiltIr 1"

ditIblerit ttrnipt
t Fierti,1 111-1 Ill,

The simulation analysis indicates that
thermal storage in excess of 15 BTLYftg
does not improve the yearly perform-
ance very much. However, fairly severe
performance losses are predicted if the,
storage mass is less than 10 BTLT/ftg
(1.2 gal of water /ft). This means that the
primary function of thermal storage is to
carry over heat from the daytime hours to
the night.

Once the minimal storage mass is es-
tablished, it is relatively inexpensive to
add extra storage capacity. 'However, one
should consider heat losses from storage
(described in the following section) since
the increase in heat loss from a larger
Lank may more than offset the gain from
a larger heat capacity.

Note that the effect of changing
storage mass is strongly location depeual
dent
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14. Heat Losses From Storage. The

best location for the heat storage tank is

within or beneath the space to be heated.

In this case any heat lost from storage

mply goes into the heated space, and

there is no net penalty to the system per-

formance. But the tank 'should be in-
sulated for times when the living space

does not require heat and when,
therefore, heat losses from the tank

would contribute to overheating the
building.

Where the storage tank is located out-
side the living space, heat is lost to en-
vironment by conduction through the
tank insulation. Performance degrada-
tion here can be very severe.

In order to use the graph below, it is
necessary to calculate the surface area Of
the tank, multiply that by the effective
U-value of the tank insulation, and
divide by the collector area. The result is
the storage heat loss coefficient.

20

0 02 0.4 0.8 1.0

Sturog at Loss Coefficient
(81 U/h°F fti) *
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15. Design Water Temperature. A
finned-tube coil is used to transfer heat
from the storage water tank to the air of
the living space. The air flow require-
ment is a function of the design water
temperature.

As the design water temperature is
decreased, the required air flow is in-
creased, resulting in an increase in solar
heating system performance but at
higher capital and operating costs.

The building air flow can he deter
mined from the following
equations where CFM is the cubic feet
per minute for the building, The building
load is calculated according to the
method on page 52, The design z-:;1' is the
difference between tiS°F and the
minimum outside air temperature for
which the building heating NyNteo, is
sized, and T., is the design ha. distriho
tion temperature_

l'he aril ettecti,,,,, LA L.,L

CIZ+ allo tt, lit: U Mu

It is to he noted that a less efficient coil
would increase the required building air
flow, while overall system performance is
only a function of the design water tem-
perature.

Calculations were also made with a
baseboard hot water distribution system.
Normal baseboard systems are designed
with inlet water temperatures of 160 to
200°F. For a solar system, the baseboard
convectors should be oversized to operate
at the lower temperatures normally
available from the thermal storage tank.,

The baseboard curve on the graphs is a
function of the design water temperature
needed to meet the load at the design T.
At higher outside air temperatures, a
lower baseboard temperature could
provide the load. The heat output of the
baseboard simulation is assumed to vary
as the 1.176 power of the water-to-room
temperature difference and is based on
the manufacturer's data

When the heating load is higher than
t he amount of heat available at the solar
titorage tank temperature, then the
baseboard system switches to total aux

1 I Uri! heat
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Design Parameters for Air Systems
The Standard Air System. The

general remarks concerning the standard
liquid system, page 17, on the whole ap-
ply to the standard air system as well.

The performance simulations were
based on the same locations and weather

Valu ..ter
Eksplui collector, k Ili
building Pit aIu af

rARA_
bola.

data, and the same cautions apply in us-
ing the data presented in the pages that
follow: they are meant to indicate trends,
rather than absolute results, and the
design parameters may be, in some case,
coupled non - linearly.
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The principal difference between li-

quid and air systems lies in the heat
transfer medium and the heat storage
medium. Water storage tanks have been
used in various heating applications for a
considerable time, and as a result their
characteristics are now well known. The
rock bed, by contrast, is a relatively new
heat- storage device, and the analysis of
its performance characteristics in the
pages that follow should be of particular
interest to the builder.

The design parameters for the stan-
dard liquid and air systems, and the ef-

fects of varying them, are essentially the
same for both systems except an- those
listed below.

Four parameters arc unique the
standard air system They are di cu ssed
in detail beginning un page 47; in brief,
the effect of changing them all be sum
marized as follows:

I COLLECTOR 111,;A i 1 HA Lic

EFFECTIVENESS. niiportant
design parameter, tt ;,11,,,ild be ap

proximately 4 BTU/hr / °F /ft,
greater.

2. COLLECTOR AIR. FLOW RATE:
A severe performance penalty will
result at air flow rates below 1
SCFM /ft.

:3. THERMAL STORAGE HEAT
CAPACITY: As in the case of liquid
systems, the size of the thermal
storage heat capacity is not very im-
portant beyond a value of about 10

BTU / ©F ftg. This corresponds to 48

lbs of rock /ft.
4_ ROCK BED TEMPERATURE

DISTRIBUTION: A rock bed with a
short air flow path is preferable to
one with a long flow path for
pressure drop reasons, but the air
flow path should remain longer than
around 12 rock diameters in order to
take advantage of spatial tem-
perature distribution benefits. Air
flow direction should be reversed
between the charging and discharg-
ing modes of operation.



he product the he
cient times the heat
vided by the collector

azea. The effective heat transfer area, A,
cal= be increased by adding fins or by
making all sides of the flow passage effece.

tive for heat transfer. And the heat
transfer coefficient * be raised by in-
creasing the flow velocity and by decreas-
ing the flow channel size.

Note that the variation in HA is made
assuming that the air flow rate-is-cons-
tent at the nominal value of 2 cfrn/f4.

In ear eyste , collector- heat transfi
effectiveness is so important that the'
builder ought to test the heat transfer-
characteristics of the collector before
committing himself to any partied&
design. Too often systems have been
built without adequate collector heat
transfer. Even with a heat transfer effec-
tiveness (IAA) equal to the nominal value
of 4 BTU/hr °F per sq ft of collector, the
net temperature difference between the
collector surface and the average air tem-
perature would be 25°F, assuming a total
collected energy of 100 BTU/hristy-ftleF.

4

Collector Heat Transfer Effectiv

HA (Bnithre'Fftl)
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Mr Flow Rate. As the net air flow
and heat transfer coefficient are

portions' and interdependent, the ef-
of the air flow rate is considered in

wo ways in this section. The use of the
resented here will depend on the

prob em the designer is faced
withwhether, for' example, he is design-
ing a collector from scratch or is design-
ing a fan and duct system already given a
collector design.

Collector Heat Transfer Held Con-
stant: As the air flow decreases, -the
collector ©T increase& and collector ef-
ficiency decreases. A severe performance
penalty will result at air flow rates below
1 SCFM/fa

It is to be noted that the air flow rate is
varied with the parameter HA held cons-
tant at a nominal value of 4. Since H is
dependent on flow rate in a collector of

48

fixed geometry, holding HA constant im:
plies changing collector geometry as the-
air flow rate is changed.

Effect of Air Flow Rate, Collector
Geometry Fixed: In a collector of rued
geometry, the heat transfer coefficient .H
is dependent on flow rate. As air: flow rate
is changed, HA varies as (CFA) for a
fixed geometry. Thus, for example, to
ascertain the effect of doubling air flow
rate through a given collector, one should
determine the effect of doubling the flow
rate with heat transfer held conalant and
then the effect of increasing healtransfer
by a factor of 2 °`s = 1.7 with air flow held
constant. The net effef both changes
simultaneously is quite close to the
product of the two relative

provernents.



Thermal Beat
d system, the ef-
storage capaci

o be quite dependent on the site.
is presumably clue to the
ics of the climate pattern during the

year which was studied.
The effect of the size of the storage

thermal capacity is not very important
beyond a value of about 10 BTU/° F ft'
corresponding to 48 lhs of rock/ft'. The

nonnina value of 16 BTU/°:
ponds 71 lbs of rock/ft2. Most rock has
a specific at of about 0.21 ETUA13°F, a
density of lb/ft', and packs
with a void fraction of abotrt 0.42 if the
rocks are all roughly the s_a e size. Thus
one should use from 0.6 75 cu ft of
rock per 09 .ft of collec is is roughly
three times as much volume as is re-
quired to achieve the same heat cap_ acity
in a water tank.

C

Storage Thermo

25

Fft)
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Reek-Bed Temperature Distribu-
A rock bed is an efficient 'heat

seer device. Air quickly gives up its
heat in flowing through the labyrinthine
paths among, the rocks. Ae a result, the
rocks near the air eetry end of the bed
can be at a quite different temperature
than those near the exit end.

This time-dependent spatial' tem-
perature distribution must be accounted
for in the simulation analysis. A sim-
plified illustration is given on the plot
below. It is assumed that the bed is cold
in the morning. Then as the day
progresses the temperature of the air
from the collector rises, peaks at noon,
and decreases in the 'afternoon. The
resulting temperature distributions in
the rock bed are shown at different times
during the day. It is to be noted that the
exit air from' the bed is always cool, in-
dicating that the collector operates at
high efficiency all day.

In the evening when the collector is off
and the building needs heat, the air flow
direction through the bed is reversed so
that air exits from the hottest part of the
bed. (If the air flows were not reversed,
then oiie would have to wait hours to
move the heat through the bed and even
then the air would only be moderately
warm.) As the evening progresses, the
temperature of air leaving the bed rises

ROCK BED TEPIFPER TU

Collettor on, Storing Heat

5 0

--until S:=00 p.m. and then falls, resembling
the time profile of the inlet tempergture
during the day, but in reverse.

In the simulation analysis, this
detailed temperature distribution' is
determined each hour of the year by
dividing the rock bed into 11 axial zones
and by calculating the temperature of
each. The hot side temperature plot on
page 50 is for the air temperature at the
bed frontal area corresponding to the
right hand side of the rock bed shown in
the diagram on page 15.

For a fixed bed volume, the length can
be varied by varying the frontal area.
Generally speaking, a rock bed which has
a short air flow path (and a large frontal
area) is preferable to a b.ed with a long air
flow path (and small frontal aiea)
because of pressure drop considerations.
If the air flow length is decreased below a
value of about 12 rock diameters, then a
performance penalty is incurred because
the spatial temperature distribution
benefits described above become ineffec-
tive.

Rock bed heat capacity and air flow
rate can be related to parameters of real'
interest to the builder rock size, bed
length, pressure drop through a perfor-
mance map, such as the one on page 51.

In the performance map, the rock bed
pressure drop and the air pumping

E DISTRIBUTIONS

Collector off, Removing Heat



he bed are plotted as a
length- divided by rock

diameter. _Lines of constant rpck
diameter and of constant bed length are_
drawn on this plot. The nominal
parameters of 2 CFM /ft t and 0.75 ft' of
rock/ft! or 0.75/2 = 0.375 ft' of rock/CFM
were chosen for the air flow rate and the
storaze volume to plot these isovalue
lines.

or the case of 6 foot long rock bed (in
the direction of air flow) and 2 inch rocks,
the rock bed length to rock dimeter ratio
is 36 and the pressure drop is 0.03-im. of
water, corresponding to a pumping
energy loss in rock bed friction of 0.05
lEITU/ftriti. This number is quite small,
even after factoring G. in fan and motor,
inefficiencies.

Since the bed length is not i rrlportant
beyond a value of about 12 rock
diameters; the builder has great flex-
ibility in arranging the rock bed within
the structure. In considering a mix of
rock sizes, one should use the smallest
diameter in the mix to estimate pressure
drop since small rocks will fill the in-
terstices between the larger rocks,
therebyiincreasing the air flow resistance
of the bed.

The performance can be used to es-
timate the pressure drop through any
rock bed. For example, suppose that one

,:had a bed of 4 inch diameter rock 15 feet
long with a frontal area of 10_ ft2 and an
air flow rate of 530 CFM. The air flow is
then 530/10 = 53 C FM/ft' of frontal area.

The heat transfer 'coefficlient and pressure drop correlations
for rock beds were taken from the following reference: R V.
Dunkle and W. M. J. Ellul, "Rarrdornly.Packed Particulate
Bed Regenerators and Evaporative Ci-nilers,' :Mech. & Chem.
Eng. Trans. I .E. Aust., V?). MC's, tin. 2 119 '7l1. pp 117-121

10 40
Bed Length /Rock Dia.

To obtain this same face velocity for the
conditions of the performance map, one
would need a bed length of (53 CFM/ft2)
x (0.75 ft' /2 CFM) = 20 ft. Reading from
the map, the pressure drop is 0.47-in. of
water or 0.0235 in. of water7ft of,length.
Thus the pressure drop in 15 feet would
be 0..35 in. of water.

The pressure drop in the above exam-
ple is somewhat excess/ire. By merely
changing the bed length to 10 ft anti the
frontal area to.15 ft2, the pressure drOp
could be reduced to 0.13 in. of water.
This illustrates the dramatic effect of
even minor changes in rock bed 'tbn
figuration on pressure drop.



Collector Size Active Syste
One of the main purposes of the

Handbook is to enable the builder to
determine the size of the colle6tor array
for an active space heating system
anywhere in the Pacific Region.

There are several factors that will go
into this calculation. Design is one, and
has-been analyzed in various ways in the
previous section. It need only be noted at
this point that the charts and calcula-
tions on7tbe accompanying pages assume
the design to be 'the standard liquid or aid
space heating system, and that in most
areas of the region a standard system will
be used to provide from 25% to 75% of
the total space heating requirement. It is
considered that 100% splar heating,
though feasible in some locations, will
not be cost effective for most, The choice,
then, of 25%, 50%, and 75% solar heating
fraction§ lah the charts and graphs is in

Mended to cover the range most likely to
be useful to the designer or builder.

Thermal Load. The next important
factor is building thermal load, which
must be known in order to use any of the
accompanying charts or calculations. For
a small, single story, well insulated
building, the thermal load should be in
the range of 8 to 10 BTU per degree-day
per square foot of floor area.

For an existing building, the exact load
can be determined from past monthly
and anneal heating bills end degree-day
values. Fuel consumption corrections
should be made for furnace_ efficiency

energy uses. e latter can be deter-
mined

(typically 0_6) and for non-space-heating
e e
mined from ._ trier fuel bills.

For a proposed building, the thermal
load is calculated by adding tip the area
of each type of external building fabric
(walls, windows, doors, ceiling, tleor,
etc.) times the appropriate thermal con-
du ction coefficient (U-velue, in
BTli/le OF hr), and adding this to the in-
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filtration load as determined by mul-
tiplying the building volume times the
number of air changes per hour, times
the he_ at capacity of air (0.018 BTU /4F
ft').* This will then yield the building
load in units of wririoP hr. Multiply this
number by 24 to obtain the load in
BTU/degree-day, which is the number
needed in the subsequent sections.,---

. dies.Cqlleetor Sizes For Selected Mies.
The location of a solar heating system, in
terms of solar radiation' and ambit
temperature, is the last and most impor-
tant factor. . .

Using the techniques of simulation
analysis, LASL has calctilated the per-
formance of the standard 'systems for
those cities where sufficient weather and
solar data have been available.

The, results enable one to determine
collector (and thus storage) sizes for the
cities analyzed, ,They are presented in
tetms of the ratio of building load to
collector area on page 53.

The chart on page 53 presents the ratio
in terms of the solar heatiiig percentage
of the total space heatinerequirement_ In
other words, for a solar heating system
designed to provide 7,,5% of the space
heating requirement in ' resno, the ratio
is 34 BTU/degree day .

r
To use the building load/collector area

ratio to determine the size of the collector
for one of the cities listed (or an
equivalent location), one must determine
(1) the building thermal load and (2)
decide what percentage of solar heating
the system is to provide:

For example, "far a 1,500 square foot
house in Fresno, California, with a tlier-
mai load of 10 BTU/degree-day/ft2 of

house, the building thermal load is
15,000 BTU /degree - day.

the ASHRAE Handbi -iks for detailed treatIn -f
itulding load calculations,



that one decides on a
fraction -with the

e heatincrequirement to be
made up by conventional means. For this
fraction, ' the chart below for" Fresno
gives a ratio of 24 BTU /degree- day /ft; of
collector: 'Therefore, the required' collec-
tor size for this particular case is

15000
441

34

In a similar manner, one can deter-
mine the size of a collector for a standard
liquid or air system for any of the cities
listed on the table, for 25%, 50%,- and

( 75% solar heating; and for collector sizes
for other percentages, one can use the
trafihs beginning on page 54 to deter-
Mine the correct ratio fur the cities plot-
pted on it, and with which one can then es-
.tablish the actual collector size.

The table below lists load-collector
ratios for both liquid end air systenis.

There is no obvious systematic climatic
trend observable in the relative perfor-
mance of the two systems Both seem to
have comparable performance charac-
teristics at high values of the solar
heating fraction, but the liquid system
does perform somewhat better than the
air system at lower values of the solar
heating fraction.

The variation of collector size with the
solar heating fraction is shown for the six
cities on the, four rraphs beginning on
page: 54. Two of the graphs are for the
standard liquid system and two are for
the standard air system. For con-
venience, the curves for both double glaz-
ing and for a selective surface* are also
shown., Theft curves are plotted against
the' ratio of collector area to building
lilac!, which is the reciprocal of the load-
collector patio used earlier,

'Ate 0.95, ern' ranee 3 0.10.

a

LOAD-COLLECTOR RATIOS FOR SIX CITIES

Standard Liquid System Standard Air System
Solar Heating
Fraction

Site

25% 50% 76% 26% 50% 75%

Phoenix, AZ 432 172 84 369 154 79
Santa Maria, CA 300 144 84 280 133 76
Fresno, CA 206 77 34 185 72 34
Medford, OR 130 41 14 117 39 15
Seattle, WA 104 33 11 88 29 11
Bismarck, ND 66 24 11 62 24

NOTE: These values have been determined for a specific one-year period (the "solar
heating design year") based on hour-by-hour computer simulation analysia.
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o Method for Dete
ons-

It should be noted that the values for
load-collector ratios t in. the tables on
pages 61 Are usually different from thosi
on page 53. Two factors account for this:

1. The muitbers in the table on page 61
are bated on the approximate
monthly solar-load. ratio- method
and therrefore should be son3eWhit
less accurate than the numbers in
the table on page- 53, which are.
based op hour-by-hour simulftions.

2 The miners in the table on page 61
are ba ei ,on longarm mo
'averages of 'solar- radiation 'and

atingrOgreedays, whereas the
iff

of the table on imiga;5a4fre based on
a specific year, the "solar heating
design year," an explanation of
which is given on page 18. Therefore
any systematic correlation of solar
radiation and heating degree-days
will not be reflected in the results of
the monthly -solar -load ratio
method except as they occur on a
natiOnwide basis.

It is recommended' that the
load-collector ratios on page 53 be
used .whenever there is a choice.

The maps on page 58 give a
general indication of the distrilm-
tion of load-collector ratios. They
are based on the monthly solar-load
ratio method, using data from the
18 cities listed in the table on page

1, plus an additional 67 cities
hroughout the United States.

The monthly solar-load method is
a five-step process which can be
performed on a hand calculator
with the aid of trigonometric and
exponential tablesor ,with a
calculator that has these functions.
Ther steps are as follows:

y reliable basis for
yearly performance of a

solar heating system is an hour-by-hour
computer ainiulatiori'analyeia of the en-
tire system. Such analyses have been
performed by LASL fora total of 25 U.S..
and Canadian cities for up to 12 years of
weather data for each city.

Belied upon these calculations;-.
monthly solar-load ratio rtiethecr--41
been devised. It enables 'a designer to
predict the performance of a solar
-heating' systernf bald only on monthly
data of horizontal solar radiation and
heating ,degree 'days. The method has
.been validated by comparison with the
hoOr-by-haur Computer simolations.

Initially, the standard liquid system
was chosen for analysis, but the results
for the standard air 'system were suf-
ficiently similar, that the same monthly
solar-Joad method can, now be used for
either system to determine collector,size
by applYing a small cdrrection fovthe air
system.

Based on this method and qn monthly
,

data of solar radiation. and heating
degree-daye, specific values of the load-
_Collector ratio have been calculated for 18
cities in the Pacific Region. These are
given in the table on page 61. They can
be used to estimate solar collector area
for a standard liquid system in the, same
manner as the numbers in the table on
page 53. For a standard air system, it is.
recommended that the. values in the
table should be multiplied by the follow-
ing factor:

tar Heating
Fraction Factor

75% 0.98
50% 0.93
25% - 0.89

.59



allowing data for
Leh the year for the

site ". lar heating
syete is o orated.
) HeatiAg degree days, per

month. The figures given in
the tables in the Appendix
are long-term averages ob-
tained froni the ASHRAE
Guide (see pp. (96), for 18
cities- within the region.

h Total solar radiation on A
horizontal surface, per
month. The ,-clata given in
the tables in the Appendix
were obtaified from records
of the National WSather
Service for total daily
radiation. The averages are
based on 200 to 700 days of
measurement during the
months listed.*

'Step 2) correct the solar radiation to a
collector -for tilt angle .of
latitude-plus-10° using the ap-
proximate formula following:

Total monthly
Isidiation

ed surface,
irruirt2

v

1,025 V - 8200.

The values fere th
tion on a pi
eq+1 to the la 100
ted- due south. uld be used
reference,, howe the remarks
collector tilt angleon page 22.

Step 3) Determine the .bilikling ther-
mal load unite of
BTIVdegree-ciay..Thiv is the
total heat required' by the
building per day for a 1°F 4,if-
ferencebetween the iiside and
outside temperatures..

S ep 4) Determine the "solar ,lead
patio" ISLR) for, each .month.
front

.

the' tolls

z Building r
Load

The solar load ratio is- dime-m.
sinless, It is the :ratio of the
total solar energy incident an
the collectors to the total
energy required to heat the
buildine.

?"'t
Step 5) The annual solar heating frac-.

tion can then be estimated
frorn the following 'formula:

where

onthl radiation on fiorizOn
cos(latit c .solar tleclilaition a

at declinatiOn
"4.5a cos (3©1M -1f37

at mid-month

M = month, (January -4 1, December

The data in the table in the Appendix
were calculated froth the monthly
average solar radiation data, as,
measured on n horizontal surface in the
18 cities, by means of the formula above.

alt is to be noted that the figures in these two tables do not
cot-rewind exactly to those of the sofa heating desiqi years
for the six cities used in the parametric liquid and air system
studies, since these were measured values for individual
months rather than averages.

60'
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Annual, E EDegice-Days
Solar ' d'mo. 1 ,

Heating 12

Fraction E (Degree Days)
mo. = 1

.kX = 1.06 1.366 c--55 SLR +

(for SLR < 5.66)

X =. 1, (fol SLR > 5.66)

06 eff1.05 SLR



LOAD-COLLECTOR RATIO FOR Is CITIES

Latitude Elevation Degree Solar Heatini Fraction

25% 50% 75%Site or,i ft Days

Arizona
Page :37 4260 6632 128 48 23
Phoenix 33 1139 1765 300 118 59
Tucson 32 2440 1800 301 118 59

California
Davis 39 50 2502 198 72 33
El Centro 33 11 14513 547 206 97
Fresno 37 336 2492 195 70 32
Inyoketi A 36 2186 3528 232 88 42
Los Angeles 34 540 2061 416 157 75
Riverside 34 1050 11303 391 152 74
Santa Mai Id 35 289 2967 353 142 67

(.ftregcal

Astoria io zz 5186 127 45 19

C(ii-,allixi: 45 236 4726 120 42 18

Medford 42 t 21 5008 107 38 16

Washington
1-11-aer
l'ulline,"

., 8-111

2583
iti t r
5f,42

111 i1
36

18

16

Richla Ito 4:. 7:31 5941 WO 35 15

.")cattle Pi_ 110 4424 110 :37 15

,..1.444k/44.1,, 46 3:=A=4 t36:55 91) ;31 14

ti,6e
en detrtnine 1etltu,,

,44,,1 I.

61



The function Xis shown plotted below.
Note that X is not a very_ good

t mate of the monthly solar heating
ra on because it is desimied to corn:
pensate (on an annual basis) for t he fact
that the heating load based on degree-
days per month is lower than the heat ing
load based on hourly calculations.

Test of the Monthly Solar Lad
Ratio Method: The key to the accuracy
of the method is the determination of the
function X used in Step 5. This function
has been carefully determined so t hat the
resulting error in predicting the solar
heating fraction (compared tt the

I
a
0

0

u

sitnula _on result) will he minimized
without using a different function for

each locality.
The determination of X is based on

hour-by-hour computer simulations of a
"test year" for 25 locations for five dif-
ferent collector sizes in each location.
The average error resulting from the
method is essentially zero and the root-
reran- square error (standard deviation of--

prediction error) is 4.4% solar
g. The next figure shows the

pricted versug simulated results for the

12i cases studied,.pnd the-following table
identifies the ],c.JtiS.0 corresponding to the

svmbols I n t V figure.

Functi X for
mpified Method

2

outi RI H('
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VI. -Domesti ot Wa
Simple thertnosiphon and tank-type

solar hot water heaters are common in
many parts of the world where freezing is
not a problem. There is no separate heat
transfer fluid in these passive rooftop
units, and hot water is used directly in

the household from thern. The simplest
tank-type design is a large water-filled
plastic "pillow"; in more complex and
durable types, water circulates through
pipes of steel, plastic, or glass four to six
inches in diameter.

A flat plate collector can also treat''
water to be used directly (via a stot

tank) in the household, But, in;,,

climates, unless the system'
drained, it must use a nor' tree

nsfer fluid with a liquid-to-waferheat
exchanger in the storage tank. The eaAy
adaptability of this type of system to .an
active liquid space heating system is ob
V tous, but care roust, he taken to avoid
contamination of the domestic wa
supply hy ci toxic collect or flurif

The objective 11` etiw of IlI
hilildbtok is to provide des It 1111,,rtila-

Min di)ptijpiliAlc L.) Ling It.

:1, )1 lir hot water heat el ofl he c°ollventi o+kal
act it r- type, that tt:111 t

of a Hat platv with a 1itIiiiped Ii

quid cotilaut which adh
,till. ;t: tank 1)_, k

change' 'Hu: 1, I, to.) toe,ttn., II,Ielltit .l
imply that t tlt, it, the 1,icsi h is

simply t he otor that kds 1?ttti tlialt d Iri

some ciettli Tank tvpv. t olstpli( ti
or all' 1-140 Millet 1( different
optioas vhich It be table but

r which cokilikfteh ci I t'.1

haye not yet ,littgl conipicted
There are howe, er, two ,,%,

t 1 tale clotile,tic hot watt:
hilt be Litied, with k t It III wllil l,t (1

r\sstiining t tot the. st tin dl lit e tt

tilt ventiot is I hack- a p

tarok conSiSt ,t dra,, Icitll.

heated ( ) the Hold

er Heating
passing through the heat exchanger in
the tank when the sun is shining, and (2)
by an auxiary 'gas burner or electric
resistance coil for times when it is
necessary to maintain the water tern-
perature to a /thermostatically der-
mined level (see diagram below).

in a two-tank system, these functions
are divided into two tanks in such a Way
that the solar heater acts as a pre-heater
for the conventional gas or electric unit.
This system can be expected to perform
at a higher overall efficiency than the
uric -tank system. Since the auxiliary
heat is supplied to the second tank, not
to the solar-heated tank, the solar-heated
port iop of the whole system can operate
at lower storage (and hence collector)
temperatures and thus at a higher heat

ction efficiency.

T SCA ENA L1C

°tar colleo,,,fb

tank

LA
P. p -

Calct
water

r,irrr
Jr4t ih( SY

'or co.iteita,

A=A1
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Connecting Domestic Hot Water to a
Space Heating System Employing Li-,
quid Heating Collctors. A domestic
hot water heater connected to a liquid
space heating'system could be of the one-
tank variety, .where the Collector output
goes through a separate heat exchanger
in the domestic hot water supply tank.
More feasible would he the two-tank
variety, where the second tank would be
a conventionally fired hot water tank us=
ing the main solar storage tank as a
source of heat to pretreat domestic water.
The domestic water can be preheated by
immersing another storage tank in the
main storage tank, or by using a heat ex
changer between the domestic and main
storage tanks. Shown in the tigurc is a
two-tank domestic hot water sys
similar to the one on page Ca, ccnne

a 11(1 (lid- heat ng collector sy stem,

Connecting Domestic Hot Water to a
Space Heating System Employing Air
Heating Collectors. Incorporation of
domestic hot water heating into an air
space-heating system would involve an
air-to-liquid heat exchanger at the collec-
tor outlet, and a single-tank hot water
system. The air-heating collector system
would provide domestic hot water at
lower efficiencies than the liquid-heating
collector system because of the collector-
to-air and air-to-water heat-exchanges.
On the other hand, air systems avoid the
poility of contaminatidn of the
domestic Shot water system with the
collector coolant liquid 'which may he

is te.g. ethylene glycol): Shown in the
figure is one-tank domestic hot water
system, similar to the one on page (35,

inflected t(--y- an air-heating collector
ICI

wJe



Domestic of Water Desi
The nominal design parameters for the

collector are the same as those given for
the standard liquid space heating system.
on page 17. Since the storage tank is
relatively ?small, the heat loss from the
tank surface is relatively larger than fora
space heating system and is explicitly ac-
counted for in tie analysis. A tank sur-
face of 0.5 WM!is assumed with a tank
insulation heat loss ebeffiCient of .083
BT,L7hr °F ft?..

Tire addition, the thermal load is quite
different for water heating than for space
heating_ ; The profile of hot water demand
shown below was cleduc0 from personal
experience. and the simulations were run-
fur this profile. It is assuzned to be the
same for every day of the year

In the normal on-e4ank system, the
solar-heated storage tank is fired by FlUX-
,Aliary sources to maintain the water tem-
perature at a ininimurn of 120'F. A
nominal storage was assumed equal to 15
lbs (1,8 gall of water per ft' of collectur

In the nominal two took systeni, the
solar-heated storage tank acts as a source
of preheated water fur the set_oncl tank, d

convent ion al Iv fired hot water tank A

control !,The nit was a(1,,f/tcd ILI %A.

auxiliary heat i,5 an,
tank to maintain the - 'npe_rature a

F. `The-nominal the' fnail storage heat
capacity for the solar storage tank is
same as-, for tile one=tank system For the
second aiti lian, fired tonk nolional
capacity equal ti one halt t lie ,idillpusagt
was chosen, For exam ple if t lie tail hot
water Lisidgy is 84) d day the
second ,4torak,c Le 40 gal tar-

The nominal (1,,iiien tit, hot
nyst ern, ors in I he tht 1 li
quid space fiedfii,g s1, -tern 1.

the reeportli heat 1r(iill )tar t.11

I'he loads v-h 4.11 ve ci 75°/c solos oclo
e as t,

e4

Parameters.
()noTask Load

for 75% Solar
Location IGO/day-MI

Phoenix 5

Santa Maria - 1.41
Fresno 1.02

Medford 0. 5

seat tle 0.166
Bismarck 0.63

Two-Tank Load
for 75% Solar

*)

2.45
-4.01
1.54
1.05
0.52
1.085

Four parameters were studied for
domestic hot water systems: .c011ictOt"
area, collector tilt, water storage mass,
and hot water temperature. The effects
of varying them are presented in detail in
the sections below, followed by a discus-
sion of the for determining
collector siies for hbt water systems
through the region.

PROFILE

li buMeilIC EUT WA TEN



1. Collector Area. The graph below
shows the effect of changing the collector
area for both one and two-tank domestic
hot water systkms-. The plotting

'parameter is collector-Area divided by the
heating load in gallons per day.-Three of
the six cil0.'-' are -shown. Phoenix and

repre-,.Prit the extremes of per-
*mance, whiff F-i-esrib-' represents a

felativiAy average- case:Individual collec=
are ,./load cur, ,,s are shown for all six

cities or the graph on pp. 69-70, the IT_
graph for onr .ank systerr, and the

second for a two-tank system.
It can he seen that the two-tank

syst ern out performs the one-tank system.
As was pointed out above, this is the
result of the lower operating te -

pc. rat ures of the solar-heated portion of
the two-tank system. The increase in

al heat obtained from a two-tank
system over a one-tank system ranges
from approximately 30% for Phoenix to

% for Bismarck in the hot water load
range of 9.5 to 6,0 gallons/day/W.

udiector d fl /oi /dOy)
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2. Collector lilt. Because of the con-
stancy of the load, the effect, of collector
tilt for hot water heating is quite dif-
ferent from that of space heating. The
following two graphs show the effect for
both one and two-tank systems. For both
systemsthere is some variation in the op-
timum tilt in relation to latitude. As

Location Latitude

Phoenix 33
Sania.Maria 35
Frestio 37

Medford 49

Seattle 48

Bismarck 47

0

E0

D

FR
MD

SM
BI

would be expected, the performance of
the one-tank system falls off rapidly as
the collector tilt is moved more than 200
from the optimum. However, the two-
tank system shows a much broader op-
Churn; that is, the performance is less
sensitive to collector tilt.

The optimum tilts are as follows:

Optimum Tilt Optimum Tilt
line -Tank Two-Tank

35
36
39
50
54
S6

BI/SE
PH
SM

tine Tank Systeni

!lector Till -L titude



0

0

0

100

60

FR/MD
o PH

SM
Eil

0

-5 0 i -10

Collector Tilt LQtitude

50



3. Water Sterige Mass. The effect of
rage mess for domestic 'hot water is

milar to-that of space heating systems.
Values greatesi,than 15 lb /ft yield little
rnprovemervt in.rperformance. The heat

h storage tanks -is made
the tank surface icea by

elatibn:

storage MCTank Surface Area
Collector Area

0
C0

15

There is a wide range o sensitivity to
changes in the storage ma for,the one-
tank system\ For systems in hoenix and
Santa Maria, the solar frac on falls off
rapidly when the storag mass
decreasea. Systems in Seattle nd Med-
ford show less sensitivity. For the two-
tank system, the ovgrall effect of cbang-,
ing the toe mass is less than for the
one-tank system throughout the region.

ThermThermciI orage Heat Cap=
(BTU / °F fti)



The storage masses for the auxiliary
tank in the two-tank systems for a 75%
solar fraction are as follows:

4

On
Storage Maas
Tai* 2 (lb /f't')

Phoenix 10.2
Santa Maria 8.37
Fresn© iab. 6.43

-'MedforiB 4.37
Seattle 2.17
Bismarc 4.52

SE
MD
BI
FR
PH
SM

thermal Storage Heat Capacity
(BTU / °F fti)



4. Hot Water Temperature. The two
graphs below show the effect on the solar
fraction of varying the hot water contrOl
tempelMI.1re from 120°F. In the range of
100°F 't(;) 140°F, the fraction of heat from

the solar hot water system decreases by
an average of 5.8% for every 10°F in-
crease in hot water temperature for a
one-tank system, and by an average of
3.8% per 10°F for a two-tank system.

WU101 421 t Temperature,
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Swinuxiin P99 He
The component f active solar Arlin-

ming pail: heaters are similar to those of
don is hot watdr and active space
heaters of the *laid type. In general, all
einploy flat plate collectors and the heat
transfer medium is m frian. collec-
tion to water storage apip by electric
pumps. Space heaters and' hot water
heaters commonly extract water at 140°F
from collectors whose surfaees-ean emceed
200°F,,and operate with an efficiency of
30-56%.'S*imming pool heaters, by con;,

ralap`-the temperature of several
thousianif gallons of water only a few
degrees, to around 80 °F, but operate at
an efficiency of 70-80%.

Solar pool. treaters us take full ad-
vantage of the fact solaecollectors
are more efficient w_ working at low
e rattans. Collectors normally need
at be glazed or insulated for swimming

pool applications, which results in a sim-
r design that is far-less expensive than

co ctors for space and hot water
heating, which r uire glazing and in-
sulation to attain her temperatures.
Since pool heaters. a imarily used to
extend the sw trig anon, they are
operited duiing :e lines of the year
when thereNis more solar radiation than,
in mid-winter and when ambient tem-
peratures are relatively high.

An unheated swimming pool has a
'natural yearly tem raturt cycle that
Varies with climate an_ geography. A
comfortable three to four month swim-
ming season can be stretched out to five
or six months when a pool heater is ad-
ded in northern California, and even

nOer in souttlerilValifoneia... With a
solar pool, heater, the season will b

, tended primarily in Sit :spring, less
the autumn? and th6 pool temperature
ca he maintained an an average of fO? F

.al ve an unheated pods The simpli .ty
hliitt-iii Officiencl of swimming p of

lications, ;Allows the designer, con-

84

sidera lereeway in all Parameters excep
that of collector area.
of %fifer to e heat
solar array
amounts orsotaiee
will therefi5re pend
pool, and cavtthe orients
the collat. r. In addition, t a1© de-
pend on` what part of the season
primarily -to be used for heating tilt-pool

e quantity
ctates a large .

ct sufficient
ctor size
e of the

tilt of

Collector AreeAs a ruled thu
the tollector area should be equal
least one half of the pool surface area in
order to extend the switrimingaeason.

.
spri3ig and autumn in a reascinablN'
climate, given optimum tilt and orie,
tion. In some areas it mal be necessary I
increase the collector area to equal the
entire surface area of the pool.

2. Collector Orientation. The o
mum orientation is south, but wes

facing orientations are otisfactory
long as the collector area is increased to a

urn of 75% of the pool surface area.
acing orientations are marginal.

lector Tilt. For -yea round
heating app
:where a sole atesr will be used sup-
plement a gas-fired heat for year round
use,_the optimum tilt is equal to the
latitude of the installation site. For
primarily summer heating, the -tilt.
shou d be equal to the latitude minus 10-
15e. For winter heating, the tilt should be
equal to latitude plus 1015'. In a

where ibis desirable to install he
_ector horiantally, such -as on a at

roof, the collector ea should be in-
creased to 75% of th of surface area.

4.
eSinc all swimming pools require a

kelated plumbing, the addi-
t ion of a solk pool heater to an existing
installation can be relativqrsimp
pressurized hydraulic system with a WO

ons in warm clitnates 04

7 7



tlo a ne
tOr phis c
high _eney; and

at too gre
',pool.. A south-faciiig
ideal installaihn site

to keep the collec:
perating at a
Sectctr should
ante from the

rooftop can -be an
in cases whekwtlie.

tructure can support th'additiona1
it of;, the waterAlled aollecto
h can be expeetet to have. a4cooling

Ahot Climate on the roof and the
structure beneath.

e swim- mpg pool, itse
&nal stiirage aria, empl
thermal storage ,me
pool can also save as a
Trinsparent pool coy
which are cotnmeraa

water,
g surface.

variety of
fable can

contribute -substantially to maintaining
of raising water temperatures by

e means, and should be considered.
in -conjunction with solar pool heaters of
the active; type.

ING POOL C ATM

[F I ter



lug, Pa
eratipis

ye space heating systems dis-
cussed in Section V utilize-separate ther.,
mal storage in the form of a water tank or
hick ',ed. In them, thermal energy is
transferred from the collectors to storage
and subsequently from storage to the
building .thermal -control system- in, a

ple p y xessitlated way bypeans of
y powered pumps oMns that

oye the heat-transfer fluid liquid or
air throughout-the sya rri

An alternate approach,' olar spdce
hating is characterized by a reliance on
natural convection and radiatio* and by
beat collection:Surd magi areas that are
i tegrated with the livintspace, rather

n separated4rom itr It has come to be
as thi asgive" use of War
Buil- ° heisted. by, passive

ornetiines been referred,to
ed."

oat 'arty building benefits
digit solar gains, all-can be said o

pdsively heated to somOztent .

when solar energy utilitatititi. becomes a
4iajor ohjective4 of the arehiltectural,
design, and dais when solar energy sup-
plies_a major fraction fO tg ti ti re-;
quirements,:thaS one would refer to the
structure- as .a Volar heiited building;

The terin "passive" -is" now in
widespread use, Technically ,sts
preferable to. define a gpdssiv sprat
head or cooling system as one n which
the e gy flow is entirely .b natural
means. Design which utilize motorized
or manually up_ eed insulation panels,
or shatling'devices once or twicea day
tan still he considilliatl.flassiVe ri-y.this
definition provided that the thermal

neigy,flow' is by-aatseal convectidn, con -'
ductitm,- or radiation. Syliern 'designs
which.utilize small fans to assist circ
tion should not be ruled oft simply
because they all'e -not strictly pas #e

sive Des

cases where the use LQf a small amount of
auxiliary energy can materially decrease
the overall conventional heating or fool-
ing.recpTifaments.
design sh k
natural convectidni
radialion prod

_e

a pasetve
need

and'
the

evices powered by

number of e ples of assive solar
heating concepts ve been built into
structures and havereceived widespread
atttion far their apparent success in
saving' energy. Stine of 'designs are
disautsed beginning o e :82.1 But
despite,the publicity give them, these
de§igns have not yet been widely acisp-
ted: This has probably been du to a
combination of skepticism about tieir ef-
fectiveness and, laci of engiheefing
Criteritithere h een little quan- .
titatiVg_tissessment of the imports stae.
And at the present t an increasing
interest ongiarchitect r passive con-
cepts continues to outpiiee the
development of thermal criteria to guide

:their use.
Th qUantitative prtibtoro with passive

Ade is does not lie in e area of °lief-
eel lation of so hrough

window reas i'sr well -tinders ood end
d. A is a lc eI,

solar -co lectpr, awl ail ciliate sad ene
collection combined with 'proper hea
conservati measurer provide fin-
large ,fractiNn 'of the ealing4 load' of a

-bunilin passive 'design: the s rface
4.," g the solar flux can be co bia*d

he therimtbstora
of less integrated unit, as in the drum

wall sysferiiI, or the c stor an be
separate from th directly irradiated gut

, fake,- as w. hv m "I've internal walls hot
.direct} to sunlig t, or there 'caw:
be a tombi of stor asses dim-
tly and i irectly heats* tiy solar

.7-1--
79



rationthe usual case of a
large' south facing windows, with -floor
reas, furniture, nd e internal wall,

etc., in ehadow, ay began&
that the arrang ent in wine the ther-
mal store i, is diiectly healed by

olar flux will raride for the highest
,,

ion of :,pssive solar heating,, and
mite '# obrema f daytiple

overheating.
The challenge confronting pitssive

sole; en design .is,.ope of. storageiand
cv_nof. at to matain suitable corn--

arils within the, building. The
adi)xica storage ensi-

otures a te erattre nge
rage medium, and yet the objec-
uilding tbiLmal ,control is to

constanrriperature. Thus,
ore is'to be part of the living

*

ce of the building, how they be
m = de. compatible? One approach to

, as itwere,.brute force in the form of
such a large Mass of heat capacity ..that
the temperatureVariatians are tolerable,
and this generally has been' favored over
the a ternative of insulating the storage
mas from the living space.

erately- effective' controls, have
deiignea to deal with other

p ems in passive designs, and include
movabip Shading devices to control
sunlight, -movable insulation p

-reduce night-time heat losses, and ven-
tilation ports to either alAginent or rec
daytinm heating by means of natu
convedion. These, ancFOther'eleMents of
passive, designs which stioxilt . be con-
sidered 'from moth architectural and
engineering viewpoirr e. presented
below.

Elements of Passively Solar Heate Building egign
r!..i.

Element Application,

Thermal ns ti8w

Shading:

11W
d insul On is used in decreasfsi natur

energy flo kaaintain btlilding4n err
e.g., thermal insulation detains building interior,
warm old environment, and coolness
envilkonme Movable insulation can be,us
naturaiye e flow through windows at-desired
while lowing energy flow at other times.

Windows act as an effective solar collector. W-
down can be used to admit solar radiation either to

armithe.stru6ture.oriforlighiing. Window ori nta-
tion is extremely important. Sbuth Windo'vra r` eive
nlaririnim wintergains and minimum summer ing.

oveihangi and window awnings cart -be esigned
to admit the low win suryind block out the high
summer sun! Sha g can be combined wItp insula-
tion in the form drapes and shutters for vndows

- Natural "adink can also be prdvided by vegetation,
both d = ueus and -eve n. Deciduous trees pro-

ide a ural seasonal control of shading.
A

i 4% . .

The use of diffuse or specular.reflectors can Sig
nificantlY increase the total influx of solargadia-
tion thigh a windowAnthe crling rniztg," high
emittance evAeraorsurisces reflect visible no iation
and radiate Aefitiri tl r infrared. L.



Bu _ding Structural
or Added Mass:

Manna' Radiation:

Natural Convection:

; Air S tratification:

Evaporation:

bleat of Fusion
Sto Materials:

r Heated Byrd wig (eon

am wifhiu the building provides natural thermal-
dome of sensible heat.

Thermal radiation is absorbed directly orjndirectly
by the thermal storage mass of the passive system..
The energy is removed by radiation and convection from

tthe interior of the buil4
warm al radiation aid-convection cgn

remove heat from the building and also from
the store mass during the night time

In passively heated systems, natural con of
air cal' be used as a bent transport mach m (a ong,
with radiation); and to produce air movementventilak.

Natural convection iirliqu systems c
used t i transport itst also, as in therrhoeip ion
hot water heater.

Materials of high mass and low thermal-cc y
(such ts ordinary masonry) can delay the turiva of a
therM111 wave until the heat can be used effecti

Warm air can be ktritified at _the ceiling and re-
moved by natural convectionthroughven educe
the air-ciiindiqoning load. Altemat'
cation cen.be- used to concentrate waiin err foY u

ere.', ir

nd f) can be.
ning water used .

ying cadirrithe water
iye cooling and can have a
.ch can be architecturally

Thermal mL es no sensible heat. ,.Heat
of fusion Ortih e chae e erWs.ciffer a proinising
energy storag mechanism in heating. eat of fusionr.
materials re re smaller mfiss'and vo e requirOnenis
than sensib heat storage for the same heat capaelty.1
and store heat without a change of timitprature. /cooling, phase change materials offer atipromising
thermal-haat sink. However these niateelaiailaveinot
yet been de el ed to the point of practical use in
passive syste



to Passively Solar Heated Building Deli
The use of passive design elements can

be best demonstrated b ildings that
have ificcessfully tie ated - them.
Several existing buildi gs are digiussed
below. in detail. The are grouped ac-
cording to the types t at represent three
major approaches to passive solar-
heating: direct gain, thermal storage
wl and roof pon

1. Direct Gain. The sirnst ap-
prdach' to pa/bre. space heating is
thnitith direct gain of sole radiation by
mills oh south-facing exPartse of glogs.:-
This aNproach works' best tvhe the south
window area is double gla 'nd whet*
the building has considerab e thermal'
mass in the form of _concrete floors .and,
masonry walls tenon the outside'.
What result's is, feet, a live-in seila-L'
collector thermal storage unit.. If the
south-facing windoW area is vertical,

,seasojial temperature controllis basic11117

automatic, as the interior space of
building is exposed to a tratiiitium
amount of sorer energy in the .coldtvinter

onths and to a minimum in the sum-
hen the sun angles are high.

An example of a direct gain systein isra...

;. the Wallasey ,chool located in Li Bav,rpo
'land, 431 a .latitude' of 53a., north.
'gneci.by A. £. Morgan, and built in

1962, it was one of the first fiessively
,

heated structures built in nip times
. andvemains, atihis w iting,--th gest.

The basic construct is of .oncrete,
with roof, hack and side walls and floor 7

10 inches thick, and extttior surfaces
insulated with .5 inches of expanded
polystyrene. The south facie
glazed soar all is 27 1t tall an
around 210 feet long. The oulside.sheet of
glass is clear,.. separated 'by a space
around 2 feet e from the inside -sheet
of "figured gia a type of glass that
refracts the sups rays in stick a way that
ceiling and floor of the structure -are

irradiated In a fairly unifo
The Ini ng is -heated tq

ifie remainder o

by eat given off by the lighting and
the students. .

Artier direct gain system is the
David Wright. house,in Santa Fe, New
Mexico, located in the pifion foothills of -

4Ethe Sa e de Cristo mosintai 'range, at
elev ion of around 47, feet. The

asic structure of adobe or earth _brick is'
D-shaped in plan-with the flat aide fac-
ry.soRgi. On the east side. is an entry
area with an "air lock" doof arran ement-
hit ,prevent, excessive infiltra n of

..cold air into the primary living space in
the Winter. The ;south face of the tom'
story house is a wall .0' double-glass that
res from a few feet above the floor tothe-

f. beam line,"Nand this serve he
collector system, At ni ht the glass area
is insulated by an ordian-fol
shutter veered from ceiling:A:iv
filed Franklin stove supplies bac
heat. t

. .... .

Th'Ot thick 100;e
mal storage- They

/ ches of polytiretha
surfices and
plaster. The flaw
insulated at 'depth.
drums filled with waterare e
the, banco an adobe be
teristic of southwest archite
der the south windows o

ther-

tr,
ck laxerpf_

arelbalso .
e gallon
edded in

h' el-tarac-
urew-- u

Domestic hot waters supp ie
a thermosiphon solar heater
collecto(is locatej, on the
outside ifre--build.

The house has lien occupiediSince the
winter of 1974-75 and is Tforming well
During 'the charging peri d it tendiA-o
overheat but excess heat can be vented
out through windows on the second flcior.
They also serve for summer v ntilation.
rl-'be roof overhang On' the both side
shades the interior of the hot froth the
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2. Thermal Storage Wall. The
second type of system uses a wall set
directly behind single or double glazing
for thermal storage. Th usually-
painted black circa dark ceWr good ab-
sorptance and'icEtn_ be of or of
water-Wed containers.

effunple of a storage1 roach
is the Stove er house on a
south-facing slope in the .sand hills
northwest of AlbuquerqUelf a climate
well-suited for -Vow. heating. The
altAwle is approximately 6,000 f and
though Lite winters can be seve cold
during short periods, times.'of
cloudiness are relativfly infrequent.

e solar toting arid storage system
.Baer house is cornered around a

south-facing wall of water-filled 55-
gallon drums°, stacked on 13 metal rack in
a close-fitting horizontal array. The
south-facing ends'of the drums are pain-
bed black and thusact as the collect
surface behil)a a floor-to-ceiling glass
`wall, single g,lazed.

To,prevent heat losses from the'"drum
wall" at night or duringiFloudy periods,
an insulated panel, hinged at the bottom,
can be raised to cover the entik surface
(the glass area. Furthermore, the inside

,1-
of the cover panel a faced with
aluminum sheets so that in its vertical
closed positimrit acts as a reflective in-
sulation_ to interior thermal radiation
while iAlly_horizontal and open position
it refleastolar radiation on to the "drum
wal."

Tile ends of the drums facing the in-
terim' are painted in lig4it ages to com-
plement the decorating Aherne of the
space they serve to heat. Visually, from
inside the building, the "drum wall" is in-
terpreted as an architectural screen, with
the brightly lit spaces between the drtims
presenting a repetitive star-shaped pat-
tern.



lease
d o

opacity of the system is
y calculated. Allowing for filling

volume, it iexalculated that each .rum
releasei about 418 BTU fOr 1°F drop in
the water temperature.

While the "drum .wall" provides
heating for most of the building, the
kitchen is fitted with a Baer "sky dome,"
a large skylight fitted with' rotating in-
sulated louvers and. covered by a clear

_plastic e. dome. A simple freon-filled
balanced 'control that requires no exter-
nal power senses the direction of radiant
energy flow and opens the louvers during
the day and allArs radiant energy to flow
into the space. In' the evening when the
.flow *tarts to reverse, the louvers close off
the sky dome.

A second storage wall approach is ex-
emplified by the well-known spombe-
wall, houses,constructed in the solAscp-
munity near Odeillo in the rreach
Pyrenees by,' Mix Trombe and
colleagues.

bas pensive is a massive .
south-facing con The exterior,
surface of the concrete is painted black,
and is double glazed in such a way to
provide an air-passage space het n
glass and concrete, and the air p ge-

connecied' with the living space by
means of openings in the conte wall
near tbietfloor and ceiling.

In- the, heating mode, solar radiation
dikes the black-painted' co

-face. As heat collects, a -c
flow circula t

een

A

air dischargectinto the ng
hrough the ceilin lave gs.

convective 1 s shed
the whole collectiowarT and liv-

ace:
e same time the massive concrete

wall, slowly accumulating ilthermal
energy as the portion. of solar Nat not
removed by convection diffuzes into the
concrete to be stored there. At night the
convective loop closed off, and the

.TROMBE HOUSE



acts as a low--
cl. Ong :panel to the

living space. Th e or face of the ;mall
loses,41eat to the :environment, builhe
doubli glazing reduces these losses' to an
acceptable level.

Data taken from a Tiombe-wall
building constructed in 1967, in which
the walls are two 'feet thick, indicated

roughly 36% of the solar radiation
dent on the south wall during win. ter

ha is transferred into the house
he heating season, around 70% of

g load was. prervided by solar
h the remainder by a canven-

ermastatically controlled aux-
system. Of this 70%, about 20%

was transported into the living space by
convection through the vents and the .

mmainipg 50% by conduction throughja
mill.

Iri the summer, the overhanging roof
shades the glazed concrete wall r he:
sun. Vents at the to of the glazipg ow

the living space, as 'ndicated by the

warm air to eseapet:' utaide, thua.se
up a convective -ci nit that ventilate

dashed arrows in the sketcti on page 85.

Roof Ponds. The last type
pond system in which th

gF is on the roof rat er than
h-facing wall. The shif from ver cal

ecaon7 orage to hor Vital res s in
a system that cap be or summer
.cociling. as 'well, as far imen r heating a I.

The Skytherm system s first tested
in one-room structures in Phoenix,

a, and has been recently evaluated
in a full-scale test house especifilly

ed f the system and builto. in
deco, ,alifornia. The .si ,4 h s4a

e clirnate i.n terms of beatrng
requi me'nts- t an 'the original Arizona
test site, and test has dicated that
it is possible to, h economical solar
heating and night sk ooling with an in-
tegral Skytherm fern.

The thermal performperformance of. the

ceptur ng s
pen or sduri g times of pro
breakdown Yt : ven during these e
tional pen the temp_ erat
went-above 79°F or
clOor- temperature
cycled less than' 4°F daily.
temperature
space wa
winter, a

The la
load han

ca
ratification in ving

lesi thete5°F fn- the
han 1°F in the summ

hly average heatin
_e system, as about

24,00Q BTU/day ii'l Febniary e largest
monthly avatage cooling load was about
168,609MTUkh:iy durin011uli. The ex.
periment0 hotise- Jiad an overall heat
transfer t orfficient of about, %,500
BTU/Alegz. y (excluding roof) and an
ccllilriu rrperature- (a,ml?ient tem-
peratin* no heating-o'r' cooling
is requEi-e4-i) ut 62°F. The collector

,

area was about 00 ft2, about the same
as tlib flikor area.-The average wa
depth of the roof ponds was about 8.5
ches, f a total of about 6,000 gallon

e ..The system was operated with
therrooponcis both unglaze

'with an inflatable clearl- pl
The cover Eiroved'heces ary
keep the n oorite ratur
reported lev uying e w
Without' :.the indoor temptratur
would have oppecl to near 60°F )in th
early rnornink hours.

The weight of the rao p2nds
no Major problems, even fig. a sitelo
in an arthquaki area. The d

amenable ta pr fabri
uld fes in inial-. -si

Problems , h , rp yaks have
corrected and additional' WEtter-

ow being studied.
and a othatic.

glaz
'c cover.
girder to

pup to tie
er vanths.

on .pane
unctione



the
ad expose the

chi. At night or
cloudy insulation
'de hack oSar this thermopands,

venting heatiosses back i to the

hermoponds make good thermal
with, the metal ceiling: heat
to thelitring space is thus by

convection.
he wiiter months, the they

48:1"qe thermal sWrage
average temperature` above ti

average ambient temperature.
iner, the roof insulation panels,

are ed, in the daytime hours;' during
wile time heat inside the house is
trap ed to the cooler therrnoponds. At
night, the paneli slideopen, exposing the
therragilonds to the' 'sky and the heat
they have collected from inside the Ouse

diachargfs by, radiation . into, th'e -'sky.

Thus, in the =ming mode, a tier *o -
ponds act as a-large thermal storage mass
with arr avers attire below that
-of the ambient rature.

It was necessary in summer to deflate
the clear -'plastic edgers of the thereto-
ponds in order to keep the living space
temperature' below 80 °F. However, bet-
t.fr ventilation of the thermoponds and
elimiaition of panel air leaks would
probably have allowed the system to be
operated with, the covers inflated.

There are some geographical Li
tiorii IfIr the S.IcyfrernY system. hi ':the
south, for example, the high humidity
would li,mper night radiation from the
exposed(thermoponds to they sky during
the summer cooling mode. For locations
of high latitu
of vertical refle
direct the lo
horizontal the

the north, some kind
would be necessary to
inter sun on to the
ends.

Movable instil
moves ov
when roof
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4. Attaglted Se e;. A
combininitili of di rest sib and thetmal
store a l cepta o be fotild in t
solar- gr nho , in which tite.glaze
greenhouse cture provid direct
rain of nx diation, rural

-

storage in the' south-facing yva

of the building to which it ched,
Some twenty solar greenho 'this-
type-have been built in re nt years by
the Solar Sustenance Pro under -the
direction of William and Susa-n Yanda.
The goal of the project was to reduce sub-
stantially the convential space heating
requireitents of the buildings to Wiii!ch
the greenhouses were attached, while
also providing an indodr growing area
during 'the, winter months._ The project
emphasized construction technique
within the -reach of the hOrneown
moderately skilled in 'carpe-ntry

'Materials costs averaged aroune$2.50.
per square fol.

Ender this project, gteenhouses have
,

been retrpfitted to mobile homes and
chouses of frame, pumice block, and
adobe construction in New Mexico. For
houses` of ridassive construction,; the
soy...t.ti-Ticing wall to which the
gre*house was attached wase used as
heat: storage, while sfor houses of

eight cons(ruction it was found .
addn sary to add the storage.mass to-ti-le

greenhouse area in, the form of water -
filled

ter-Leie

filled drun4s or stopeildors. In or tO

maintain temperatuteis:'30T above out-i
door lbws in winter, it 'Arars'ketimat,e'd that
the gre'enhouse should contain', a storage
pass theyquivalent of about two gallons
of water or 80 pounds of concrete per
square foot of glazing. r

The green.h-o 4es were double glazed
with Ciltra-viokt resistant filoesglasspi,
eling on the ou aide and UFA
polyethyle .1 on\the inside, and ware
designed t a partial 'soli
overhang to inunize Overheating s r n

Bill Yonda Qnhause

ough autumn. T ey were built against .
existing door and indow openings td 41111
allow circulation of t warm air from the
gteenhouse int@ the livirig-4apaceand,

cli t circulation of
tpuae to heat

ecessary- tO
4 .

during severe
arilo`aiefr

thegreenho
ote-tt-ia

'he dra ings w Wu
rnissiun ( the auth . Yanda- an
Attached olar Greenlunise, (in English n
I- rh I.Uchtu-,g 1976, pp. 3-4



ermination.o Pprillorma,nee
By Simulation Analysis

can e elation
analysis using actual er and solar
data, and a mathentatkalvmoclel of the
solar'heating.system. is, schematic of the
model is shown on page 90. The operation
of it is simulated 13y a digital computer
code ,on an hour-by-hour basis.

At each hour the net energy which can
be extracted from the collector is.
calculated, This is determined from solar
radiation, .collector deitign, outside tem-
perature and wind speed, and The inlet
fluid temperature' froin storage. If this

(energy is positive, it is added tp storage. .
The thermal lOad is calculated either
iron% the outside temperature (for space
'heating) or a fixed schedule (for water.,
heating): Energy is extracted From
storage to satisfy the thermal load. aAt
.tines when storage cannot satisfy the
lad, auxiliary heat is added as required
to make"' up the dif(erence. The change it
storage teitipeiature over the hour is the
net energy ddditil frorA the, collector
minus_ storage heat losses minus the

s, 'energy extractecH5y the thermal load,
divided by the storage hairrtaimcity.

This calculation is repeated for each of
the 8,760 'hours of the year, All,eatrgy
flows are summed hour by-hand
both mOnthly and yearly summaries are
printed-puf. A typical year-long calcula:
tion requires only 34 seconds on the Los
Alamos CDC computer, making it feasi*-
File to study the effect of changes in many
design parameters.

--
xamples of the type of results ob-

qaineCI from the simulation analysis are'
presented here for Fresno, CA. The "solar
heating design year" chosen is July 1857
throughJune 1958. Daily solar radiation
and temperature data art shown on page
9Q.

For Fresno, the simulated resPonse of a.
standard liquid system., for seven con.:
secutive day winter are shown on
graph on 91, whils simul n
results ,for t tire year arets -on.
page 92. A table' of the "monthly energy
balance ik. oil page 9

The thble on page a the tesulth
of computer simulations OT the standard

_ Aikliquid system for-several yelp in $resno.
,,It can be used to estimate tear to -year
.variatipn in solar pe'rformance as well as
to estimate the-. average sc4lar perfor-
mance. The average percent solar
heating is 75.2%..wit.h fp-standard devia-
tion of;,2.4%. The' seat:lion of 1957-58 as
the cteiti gn year wag based on the percent
ocsolar heating beingglosest to the 75.2%
long term, average.

The giaphs and tables given in this
handbook are all based on the results of ."'
thiS type of simulation analysis. In Order
to study the effect of changing a,

;parameter, for example the effect of a ,

.,, different thermal stotlage mass, several
...-,,, .year-long computer sigiilations were

made each with a different value of hk-
mal mass. Th6e resi.ats are then plotted,
as in-the graph on page 40,"to show the gr
feet on annual percent of §olar heating,,,
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ENERGY BALANCE 0O ESNC

Total energy flows for each m onth are shown below, for one ft' of-
&Hector. The sum g the solar heat collected pew the auxiliary heat
used does not necessarily add up to equal the building load, beeauW
there is some carryover from the heat in storage from rndnth to month.
Initial stifrage tern perature is set at 150°F for the simulation code. The
percent solar heating for each month is calculated by 'dividing the
building Ioad minus the auxiliary heat by the building load_

Year Month

Building
Load

-BTU/Mb

Solar Beat
Collected
Bli1J/Mo

Auxiliary
Heat Used
BTUTMo.

Solar
Heating

°70

1957 July 655 1262 0 100.00
August 1954 2146 0 100.00

Septarn her. 2484 2781 0 100.00
-------k October 8289 8876 0 100.00

November .18819 16534 1631 91.33
December 26043 10439 15575 40.20

1958 January 24879 12857 12597 49.37
February 15247 1/1190 1939 87.28
Varch 19029 17308 2185 88.52

' April 11104 11380 1434 87.09
May 4116 4742 0 100.00
June 2487 2885 0 100.00



Dail f niOx. r rin. anti 4errp.
: \

_c) 2

1958

92

Se. Oct Nov De Jan
1957

SIMULATION RESULTS FOR
FOR SEVERAL

'TA ARD" LIQIJI U SYSTEM
S JR FrinEsmo

YEAR gitYyr ftg TUkr rt2 J EG--DAY 4% SOL

1952 688422- 79366 2589 87.74
1953 v 6725.15' 774268 2550 84.88
1954 627851 698473 3092 69.42
1955 643081 731670 2650 80.57
1956 591320 664506 2723 77.52
1957 560946 614067 2622 73.'9
1958 578257 639456 2997 78.77
1959 566323 626296 2467 78.53
1960 532529 5779S5 2817 66.41
1961' 545994 587526 2988 59.76
1962 636553 711595 2567 80.49
196y3 606957 663720 31.11 64.50

AVERAGES 604229 673626 26.89 75.20

*Tne year begins July 1 of the year listed and extend _ ug-h
June 30 of the following year.

'Measured on a horizontal surface.

"Calculated fora tilted collectbr surface.



.24
e a

)BTU
/hrwP

rite total load it; then
20,688 BTTJ/degree-day

or
10.3

building

Load!. 'The building load
v art wits of U /degree -dsy= -'This

tained from knowledge of
the b'uildirr construction uSing the
ASFIRE Handbook of Fundamentals.
The A.SHRAE .flandbook exits-tains
numerots "U" factors or overal' wall heat
transmission coefficients for varioqs wall
and roof types.

For this study, we will assn
followirtg building characteristics:

8tor3,,8 ft'ceiling
Flour Area = 2000 ft' (40 x 50 ft)
Wells, frame with R11 blanket insulation
Ceiling and Roof, R19 blanket insulation
Winclovvs,. 2014 of wall area with double

Penes.
From the ASHR.AE Handbook, the.
following values are found (FITU/b ftz
°F)

U wall =,.08
U windows = .70
U floor = .10
U roof .04.

The areas are
A wall 1152 ft'
A windows =
A roof A floot -= 2000 fti.

The overall product, of U and surface area
is then

11A 574 FITTI/hr F 13774 BTU/degree
day.
In addition, there is a heating load due

to infiltration. For one change of sir per
hour,

Ai r density (68°F) =..075Ih/ftz
Air volume = 10,000 ft'

the

Collector Area. F r the p rpotse of il-
lustration, Spoken ie ch <en as the
desired location to plem t the design.
A liquid space hating system with
kingle-glazed collec rs i= aissnrled. if a
50°4 solar beating syste is desired, the
load/collector ratio can e obtained from
the table, for 18 Pacifc coast cities on
page 61. The requited collector area can
be found by dividing the load by the
lood/collector ra In this cape

A.,
xuia

Ac z 667

Parameter ;Variations. The
parameter curvesitnay now be used to ob7,
taro corrections for deviations from the
standard system. There are no
Parametric curves for Spokane. However,
Spokane with 6,655 annual degree-clays
of heating lies between Medford with 5,-
275 degree-days and Bismarck with 8,484
degree-days_ In terms of annual horizon-
tal radieion received, Spokane. with an
average bf,483,837 BTU/yr ft2 is similar
to Bismarck which receives 478,758
BTU/yr ft2. It would be expected
therefore, that a systeM in Spokane
would show similar performance 'varia-
tions as a system in Bismarck,

The first effect to be, examined is that
of_decreasing the thermal storage by a:

lactor of 2, The thermal storage for the
standard system is 15 BMW° ft or 1200



Therefore the system capacity is reduced
to 44.4% by using one-half of th;oirginal
storage, mass.

The effect of using single-glazed collec-
tors with selective surface can be found
from the collector area/load curves on
page 53. A collector area/load of 1/31
.032 ft' DD/BTU shows a 45% solar
heating fraction for the Bismarck or-
dinary single-glazed system and a 55%
solar heating fraction for the selective--
surface. The ratio of these values is 1.22,
so the Spokane selective surface system
can be expected to improve to

Spokane Percent Solar, Selective
(1.22)(50%) = 61%.

Combined Space Heating and 1-fot
Water Loads- A good estimate of the re-
quired collector area or solar heating
fraction of a combined space and hot
water heating system can be obtained us-
ing the solar load ratio method..Th is can
be done by adding the _hot water load to
the building load so that the monthly
solar load ratio is

ol c ul.Radiation on Tilted
urface T tiff r2

SLR=
Budding

94

d (BTU) Water Load (BTU)

A usage ratio of 80 gallons per day and_
a temperature rise of 60°F (60°F
120°F) is'assumed.
-14 the tables at the end of this Appen-

dix are used for heating degree-days, the
following monthly energies result for
Spokane.

Heath
Space Heating

millions or BTUs

1 25.47
2 20.27

17.25
4 10.99
5 5.96
6 2.79
7 0.19

'0.52

111.20 -

11 114.18

12 22.38
Total 1:17 .6$

1 1

Hot Water Total
millions of BTUs , f 1llsttts of BTUs

1.24
1.12
1.24 ,

1.20'
1.24
1.29
1.24
3.24
4.20

.24

2

18.49
12.19
7.20
3.99
1.43
1.76
4.68

11.44
19 38
23.412

152.28

The solar load ratios and functidns X for
a system in Spokane with the 667 ft'
collectors can now be found using the
monthly radiation tables' in this
Appendix..



lilies coin in 1

and tok Meciford on
an annual basis, as illustrated in the --

ter soaceleatiss

mastic hot w coneetorlead
r both one and two tat* systeinai

on pages 69 70 in fact show similar
behavior.

For a 609 solar fracti ic bot
water system in SSokane, the Bisni
curves could be used, giving the foll
ratios.

.3767 0.85W

36.a7s
26.295
7.992 L 10.614
2.511 0.738. 2.8165
0.9945 0.3444 119536

12 0.6248. 0.2500 0.6595

7857
.3639

0_2627

The- annual solar heating fraction is
then found by using the total monthly
load rather than degree-days in the for-
mula on pike CO. This giVes

Annual solar heating fraction = 70.46 x 512%
Space heating.only 137.68 x

Annual solar heating fraction 78.02 x'101 51.2%
Space heating domestic hot 152.28 x

The space heating fraction is not
precisely 50% as predicted due to round-
off of t he load/collector ratio of 31. When
domestic hot water is added, the annual
solar percentage is unchanged. This hap-
pens becausie the lokl is distribUtedsmorc
evenly throughout the year. .The solar
heating, fraction is smaller during the
winter heating month; but all of the ad-
ditional, hot water load is provided by
solar energy in the summer season.

Thus the total solar energy utilized is
increased from 51.2% of 137.68 million'
BTU/year or 70.46. million BTU/year to
51.2% of 152.28 million BTU/year' or
78.02 million BTU/Year.

Domestic Hot- Water Only. A
separate domestic hot. water system can
he sized for locations other than the six=

7

One Tank
Two Tank

Collector
.(rtgAralidtay

0.85
0.60

For. an 80 gallon/day hot water,use rate,
the required colle,c.tor areas would be

One Tank
Two Tank

It is furthermore expected that these
results would be at least somewhat con-
ervative due to the milder climate in
Spokane.



difomia

Oavie

iresno
Inyokern

Los Anil les

erside

Spta Maria
on

Astoria

Corvallis

Irefthrd
Washington

Prosser 986

Pullman, , 1063

Richland 1163

Seattle r 738

Spokane 1231

414 332

235 214

584

302

311

370 363

372

-397

459

264

753 622

803 627

918 697

74,5

815

980

178

135

150

216

219

171

282

72 0.
90 42

56 0

80 19

158 81

93 24

233 165

636 480 363

589 426 279

642 412 242

589 342 177

694 426' 239

713 435-
577 396 242 117

834 531.

321,

9 21 48 135

0 78. .339

23 170 489

42 78 180

0 0 9 47 171

i4a 210

x.30 = 216 315 581

34 129 366 585

78 372'" 37878

135

.103

et*

o

0 123

12 144

47 129

25 168

310

714

291

316

391

679

719

87r

681 843

756 933

.828 1039

329 543 ,157

493 879 10E12



Ste

El Calm
Frew
It ken
Lim /voles
Riverside

Santa Maria

Oregon

Astoria

Corvallis

Medford

*Ballroom

Ftliroan

f6chlaniri

Seattle

Spokane

Feb "Much April 1May, June Ji Aug

417589 60334 61042 76 68422

51084 54656 64424 69951 7,068 72961

52834 53348 2$15 69119 73939 70665

33579 40042 57131 62436 72920 75612

47104 49561 59100 62716 67674 66073

32291 40895 57173 61476 70083 72511

59826 61927 75969 81196 8'7573 87069

44701 47819 58035 60568 62537 58897

49059k 51434 61112 59443 65212 66865

50778 61340 WO 56600 68627. 77671

18246 27020 39382 46099 55646 52078

22782 27910 40904 48066 59924 60689

.22901 33702 47708 56363 66466 37

37365 50075 62404 71607 73853

241. 347 49454 53867 61827 69140

30014 54363 60620 70081 68272

16002 23045 36934 41619 50672 50012

29450 37528 49381 55604 65534 67875

S

ff

1u4

79415

62017

74140

85138

76

71277

76057

59015

75106

71873

N389

7942
71606

59483

77944

61799

64542

62889

73876

58823

696139

81135

64,866

678,58

69860

54216

65032

70862

68715

66919

70549

50415

69342

.4

59663

6120
59744

6

66847

61308

77852

55700

59810

65504

46384

53011

58951

WIT
55047

57261

41184

55343

5607
59185

59060

535130

761

5427

74446

51275

5241
56034

34698

37860

4460

47424

42336

48.442

2101

43045

47 e15

50421

5Z208

S339
43963

38§47
58895

43326

48947 488U

51638 53342,

429Et

28690

57435.

21(136

25382

25450

27)46

28512

27407

17922

25915

14992

17450

18710

2420
22371

.25149

13713

22114
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Jim Fab

ilioank
PEtuceem

trolilifOrnia

Davis

gl Centro

Freeno

bnyokena

Loa Angeles

Riverside

Santa Maria

Oregon

Astoria

Cforvallis

Medford
Vishington

Pruner
Pullman

Richland

Seattle

Spokane

March April MAY june

361ffl 51476 62324 72638 72619 70693 62915 4'7797 43%7

33516 41734 57424 69941 79959 78044 73210 69147 -58560 48730

35347 41627 58852 69520 77900 78051 70235 66003 57 49416

20018 28251 47472 69778 -44239 78708 81580 72638 56014 401814.

3 39059,- 53898 63763 71951 71623 67376 62228 54575 44040

20590 30070 46959 60110 72523 76494 77442 70007 56125 42216

35575 43874 63944 77822 89224 90663 195 80874 70295 56942

29169 36490 51704 64885 66575 64317 73438 670A3 53357 42324

31572 33845 \ 54106 59889 69092 71955 75726 69778 56789 43239

31686 44409 54335 56900 71951 82029 79959 71151 COS 955

9838 17122 30542. 42398 5J65 \ 54243 59712 51704 38856 23908

12011 18085 32144 44501 5 7 -62435 74582 61313; 44280 263101

. 13498 22793 38664 5291 66th8 71180 78700 68176 50611 32830

13498 22151 37406. 55129 69206 73837 78700 63715 48376 31000

12926 20225 36262 47822 60169 69077 77671 61542 44280 27454

13612 22044 39350 53025 67261 68302 75612 64516 45830 30771

8236 14258 27796 37859 50102 51586 59139 47472 33984 21161

12812 21867 35461 48487 63601 67416 75269 62800 43727 27116

3424 3019

31306 31572

24243 17616

T2214,28448

25682 17845

31749 32716

30443 27339

33764 30085

34538 31572

12177 800

14602 92

16052 10981

15055 11210

14723 10066

14280. 10981

10073 6863

13173 9494



It *impel ab predict the
iian the-sky,-rel

ver on differen
times ofthe day and erentseasone.

be done with charts or with a set
nometrie-

T e problem with the charts is
that a different chart is needed for each
latitude. Charts for latitudes of 32°N
(roughly Tucson, AZ), 36°N (roughly
Fresno, CA), 46°N (roughly Red Bluff,
CA), 44°N (roughly Eugene, OR), and
48°N (roughly Seattle, WA) are given on
the following pages. The charts show the
position of the sun in the sky (azimuth
and altitude) for different times of day
and times of year.

The charts ate given in terms of "sun
time" which is measured relative to local
solar noonthe time when the sun
crosses over the zenith. Local solar noon
is usually different than local., standard
time.- To make the correction use the
equation:

When calculating sun t e, re rnber
subtract :one -hour- from clock--t- e to-

standard time if daylight saving is in
effect

The equations used to otticulate sun

Sun Time = Standard Time + Equation of Time
+4 (Standard Meriden-Longitude)

The standard meridian for the U.Sti time
zones are as follows:

Eastern Time Zone
Central Time Zone
Mountain Time Zone
Pacific Time Zone

750W

90PW

105°W
120°W

The "equation of time is a correction for
the non-uniformity of the earth rotation.
It amounts to a correction of a few
minutes. The "equation of time" values
are as follows for mid-month (in
minutes):

Jan 8 May +3 Sep +5
Feb 13 s Jun 0 Oct +14
Mar 8 Jul 5 Nov +14 '
Apr o Aug 4 Dec +3

a- ev r e m
which need to be defined. These are as
follows: 4er
Solar Altitude: The angle of the sun
above the horizon, measured by, in obser-
ver squarely facing the sun (the measure-
ment meide by a sextant).
Solar Azimuth: The rotational angle of
an observer squarely facing the un,
measured from due south. (the zn asure-
m.ent made by a compass, corretc d for
magnetic variation)
Latitude: Latitude of the observer.
Declination: The angle between the
plane of the earth's rotation around the
sin and the earth's equatorial plane in a
direction facing the sun.
The declination is easily calculated by
one of the following equations:

Declination = 23.4e sine (360 " If)
365

or (less accurately) by:

Declination = 2145° sine (30 x cndnth day.

The equations are as follows:

sine (solar altitude) = cosine (declination) x
cosine (latitude)
x cosine (15 x solar hour)
+ sine (declination)
x sine (latittgle)

cosine (solar azimuth) cosine (declin ion) x
sine (15 x solar
hour)/cosine(solar
altitude)

Other useful relations are as follows:

cosine (15 x sunset hour) = tangent (declination)
x tangent (latitude)
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ppendix 1 Conversion
'The following fables express the defini-

tioms of miscellaneous units of measure
as exact numerical multiples of coherent-
SI units, and provide multiplying factors

_for ,couverting numbers and mis-
cellanebus units to corresponding new
nurnhers and SI units:

To Convert from:

Foot' (ft')
Found (Moss)Toot' (1 bm/ft")
Fritish Thermal Unit (BTU)
13TUNFO. Hour (BTU/ft'. hr)

( Degrees Fahrenheit)
QC (Degrees Celsius)
LBM
Inch of Water ( Pressure)
Pout' (ft')

To Convert to:

SI II its

Metre' (M')
K ilograrniMet e' (kg/M2)
Joule (J)
Watt/IVIetre' (W/IW)
°C (Degrees Celsius)
'LK (Degrees Kelvin)
KG
Newt on/Metre' (NM)
Metre' (I'1')

Multiply by

3,09203
1E,01_ 846

1054,35

:3,15248
5/9 ( ° F-32)

°K aC !273,2
0,45n59

248,84
(1,026317
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Sources of Information
`United States Go

National Solar heating and Cooling
Information Center
P.O. Box 1607
Rockville, MD 20850
Phone: Toll free 1-800-523-2929

rnment Sources

Provides free
and solar coo
information.

Servi es:

2. Solar Energy Boobs

olar heating
ng technical

Daniels, F., Direct Use of the Sun's Energy. Ballantir e York, NY:1974, 271
pp, about $2. A general introduction.

Duffle, t1. and W, Beckman, Solar Energy TIzernal Processes. Wiley-
Interscience, New York., NY: 1974, 386 pp, about $17. A technical text.

_Many new books on solar energy are now appe
-books can be F0.i_au-ked from.

g. Current lists of available

RS Published by: Hoviruotuental Action Reprillt Service
2239 East Colfax
Deliver, CO 80206

biter ft Llvtl I I- ti

titA}k 1 t, i It +V-

_..-AJt it, t_.

Lifieatio,
PP.
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Thickcc St
fieltm Illy, MI) 20/00
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h., ie.:am-his 0,piar energy.
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tog Engineers, New Y_ .ork.
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4. Lists of Solar Equipment Manufacturers

Solar Energy Heating and Cooling Products, ERDA, Division of Solar Energy,
ERDA-75, 1975,

Solar Energy Industry Directory and Buyer's Guide, Solar Energy Industries
Assoc.,_ Inc. 1001 ConQedelcut Ave., NW, Washington, D. C. 20036.

Solar Energy Manufacturer's List. Published by: Total Environmental Action,
Inc. 1976, 12 pp. about $2.

Survey of rolar Energy Products and Services. May 1975, Committee on Science
and Technology, U. S. House of Representatives, 94th Congress,,lst Session, 545
PP.

- Proceedings of Solar Workshops

Passive Solci Heating and cooling. Albuquerque, NM:, May 18-20, 1 6;

published by The Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory.

ASCIALA ForLitn '7.5 lar Architecture. Tempe, AZ: November 26-29, 1975
published by AS(' -AIA College of Architecture, Arizona State University.

Solar Energy Storage Sub systerns for the Heating and Cooling of Buildings,
Charlottesville, VA: April 15-18, 1975; published by ASFIRAE, 191 pp.

Solar (.'uultng fur thutictingN Luz; Angeles, CA: Feb: 6-8, 1975; 11. . Government
Printing Office,: Stock No. i800-00489, 231 pp.

Worktittups on Sotur
NY: Nov :21 2.1, 1974; Nati
RA-N-75-019; 507 pp_

Heating and Cooling of Buildings. New York,
rice Foundation and KANN Document NSF'',

Saki/ Edte'lAy !ICU( FAL /IL it btu/14J fur Heatat.8 arid Ct./oil/1w &tidings. Univei:niiy
Park, IJA, Jule 12 14 1915, p4litAlcd by ERDA Document 700-2560-1 Con
75061M) 2-48 pp

t il14114,LAIS Fe Luring lar r.;fietKy

. .11 A, A1,11..hca t,l m,,tithly by E t. 2, B., ti_ro.-5,
Milo. Sir bscripocat rate ire U S, $5 /yr.

ASPfRAE -/ Pui,10-ted lay I,\ tlic A icrl. aii Society ut I'tecitlilg,
Refrigerating, aid Air Conditioning En ,ititcrs, Mc. 345 E 47th St. N N Y.
10017 Subticript ion rate iii 1) S $10/yr



Popular Science. Published monthly by TimeiMirror Magazines, Inc. Subscrip-
tion requests to: Popular Science-St4bscription Department, Boulder, CO 80302.
Si bscription Tate in U.S., $6.49/yr or $.75 for single copies.

Solar Age. Published monthly by Solar Vision, Inc., 212 East Main St., Port
Jervis, lifY 12771. Subscription rate Ili $20/yr and, $2.50 for back issues.

Solar Energy. Nib lished hi-monthly by Pergarnon Press for the International
'Solar Energy Society, P.O. Box 52, Parkville, Victoria,, Australia 3052. Subscrip-
tion rate for vganizations $65/yr or for individuals, $25/yr.

Sol rineering. Published monthly by Solar Engineering Publishers, Inc.,
8435 N. errinnons Freeway, Suite 880, Dallas, TX 75247. Subscription rate in
U.S., $10/yr, or, individual copies and back issues, $1.25/each.

7. Bibliographies

Solar Thermal EnergN Utilization 19.57-74, Technology applications Center, n-
iversity of New Mexico 1074), Two Volumes (updated quarterly ).

Solar Energy, A Bibitograpity, 19 %ti, U.S. Energy Research and Development Ad-
ministration, TID-3:351-RIPi, CitVions, $13.75; TID-3351-E1P2, Indexes,
$10.75. Available from: National Technical Information Service, U.S. Depart-
ment of (_orrirnerce, -Springfield, Virginia 22161. Updated by Solar ErtergY

Published quarterly 1. EHDA Available from: Superintendent of
Document IT S Government hinting Office, Washington, D.C. 20402. $119/yr.
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Ameriman Institute or Arc ects
1735 New York Ave. NW
Wash n, D.C. 20006

345 E:, 47th St.
New urk,,NY 10017

International Solar Energy Society
American, Settion
c/o Florida Solar Energy Center
300 State Rdad 401
Cape anaveral, FL 32920
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